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Sum m ary
The satellite imaging service used to be very expensive and mainly explored by govern­
ment for civil and military applications. W ith the development and commercialisation 
of space industry, there is increasing demand on the timely satellite imagery service. 
Therefore the performance analysis of the service delivery delay of the satellite imaging 
system becomes important. Currently the performance of satellite imaging service is 
mostly analysed based on system simulation results or real sample data from service 
providers, which are usually accurate but not systematic. Also the effects of system 
parameters are not direct viewing. Theoretical modelling approach, however, captures 
the feature of the system and provides direct systematic performance evaluation, which 
is a useful guide in designing satellite system according to the user’s requirements in 
timely service delivery. Therefore this work is motivated to model the satellite imaging 
system analytically.
In this work we consider a satellite imaging system with single satellite, single 
ground station and limited onboard storage. Queueing theory is applied for the perfor­
mance modelling. Since there are two tandem service stages: image capture and image 
download, the system is modelled using a two-node tandem queue with blocking. At 
first we propose a continuous-time two-dimensional Markov chain for describing the 
satellite imaging system. The model works well but has its limitations and disadvan­
tages. In order to have a better model for the satellite imaging system, we conduct a 
further research on the service mechanism of the image capture and image download. 
Using satellite geometric models, we derive the stochastic features of image capture 
and download service, in terms of the probability of having an operation opportunity 
each orbital period, and the probability distribution of the inter-time between oper­
ation opportunities. We propose discrete-time clocking models for the image capture 
and download service respectively, with queue status defined on a discrete-time orbit- 
by-orbit basis, and with transition probabilities between system states derived from 
the stochastic analysis. We then concatenate these two queues and propose a tandem 
clocking model for the complete satellite imaging service system. The discrete-time 
clocking models have been evaluated by comparison with simulation results using dif­
ferent target location distributions. The models are proven to be very successful for 
general distributed target locations, with above 95% high accuracy for the mean sys­
tem queue length. Using the tandem clocking model, we conduct performance analysis 
for the key service performance measure: average waiting time, and also investigate 
system parameters’ effects on the system performance. W ith this work, we are enabled 
to provide information about the general performance of a satellite imaging system, 
which caters to the customer’s concern and also is very helpful for system optimisation 
in satellite design and control.
K ey words; Satellite Imaging Service, Tandem Queue with Blocking, Image Cap­
ture/Download Probability, First-Opportunity-First-Serve, Clocking Model, Perfor­
mance Analysis
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C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 B ackground
1.1.1 Earth Observation Satellites
Nowadays, satellites provide society with everything from environmental scientific data 
to global telecommunications services. Earth observation (EO) satellites are satellites 
specifically designed to observe the Earth from orbit and to gather information about 
the nature and condition of E arth’s land, sea and atmosphere, intended for uses such as 
environmental monitoring, meteorology, map making etc. [34, 66]. Earth observation 
satellites are able to visit most of the E arth’s surface for Earth science studies. These 
satellites monitor crops, ocean currents, and natural resources to aid farmers, resource 
manager, map-makers and demographic planners [73]. For example Figure 1.1 shows 
an original satellite image of San Francisco. Also the very popular global map software 
“Google Earth” [25] is built based on satellite imagery. In future, Earth observation 
satellites will be more important and make significant contribution to research on hu­
man effects on the global environment by providing scientists with information on the 
status of the Barth and its atmosphere.
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Figure 1.1: An example of satellite image from Earth observation satellites.
1.1.2 D evelopm ent o f EO Satellites
Landsat-l [36]. which was launched in 1972. was the first satellite to target systematic 
coverage of the Earth's surface from space in a Sun-synchronous orbit. From then on, a 
new Earth observation era started with the application of Earth observation satellites 
[72]. W ith the development of space technology, imaging quality has continuously 
improvtxl. For instance. Landsat series (Landsat-l to Landsat-7) [69] and SPOT family 
(SPOT-1 to SPOT-5) [52] are the two most famous Earth imaging programmes with 
12 satellites altogether. The geometric resolution has improved from 100-m for the first 
Landsat-l satellite to 15-m for Landsat-7 launched in 1999, or from 10-m for SPOT-1 
launched in 1986 to 2.5-m for SPOT-5 launched in 2002 [51].
Recent technology advances, in microelectronics, nanotechnology, the fabrication 
of new materials, the development of new types of miniaturized instruments and com­
munication systems at higher frecpiencies have opened up many new applications for 
Earth observation especially from small satellites [70]. With the new technologies, both 
the size and cost of satellites are reduced. For instance, Landsat-7 has a mass of 2,200
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kilograms and costs of 750 million dollai's while DMC satellites [61] are about 100 kilo­
grams and cost 10 million euros only. Nowadays space agencies such as NASA and 
ESA are developing Earth observation missions with small satellites to exploit their 
low production and launch cost, as well as short program cycle [21, 63]. It is clear 
that smaller sensors and satellites at relatively low cost are the mainstream assets for 
future Earth observation missions [39]. Commercialisation is another trend. Increas­
ing numbers of low-cost small satellites are put into commercial business providing 
space services to society [3]. Ten of the 30 satellites scheduled to orbit by 2007 are 
commercial, showing the rapid evolution in an industry that was totally government 
supported a decade ago [78]. Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. (SSTL), is a leading and 
rapidly growing company in the small satellite business, and has developed a series of 
commercial micro-satellites, e.g. TOPSAT [7, 88] and Beijing-1 [23]. The reliability, 
repeatability and affordability of Earth imaging small satellites have driven a rapid 
growth in this industry and a greater availability of satellite imagery data.
1.1.3 C onstellation  of EO Satellites
Advances in technology and reductions in cost also make it possible to build constella­
tions [3] or formation-flying of small satellites [74], which might be the most significant 
change in the imaging satellite world since Landsat-l. RapidEye [83, 84], as shown 
in Figure 1.2, is an example of a five-mini-satellite constellation, credited as the first 
commercial Earth observation constellation in history. Each satellite weighs about 150 
kilograms and costs 30 million euros, with 6.5-m high-resolution multi-spectral im­
agery. All satellites are evenly spaced in a single Sun-synchronous orbital plane with 
altitude of 630-km and inclination of 98°. W ith a constellation of five similar low-cost 
small satellites in the same orbit, it is able to achieve better rate of service for less 
cost than established government imaging satellites such as Landsat-7. The RapidEye 
constellation is planned to launch in 2007.
The Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) [79, 85] fiom SSTL is another famous 
low cost small satellite constellation which is operational and providing dynamic remote 
sensing services to any point on the globe with a daily revisit rate. It currently consists
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Figure 1.2: RapidEye Constellation.
of five remote-sensing satellites constructed by SSTL and operates for the Algerian, 
.Nigerian, Turkish, British and Chinese governments [14, 77]. These satellites are in 
a Sun-synchronous circular orbit, with altitude =  686 km and inclination =  98.2°, 
carrying a high-resolution (32-m) multi-spectral imager with a wide 660-km imaging 
swath. Figure 1.3 shows the broad imaging swath of the DMC satellites, where different 
color represents the ground imaging swath of different satellite in DMC. The imaging 
swaths overlap with each other so that they can fully cover global surface in a day. 
Therefore with five micro-satellites in the same orbit, DMC can provide a daily revisit 
service rate to any point in the world, while it takes 2-5 days for a single satellite to 
revisit a certain location on the Earth.
With constellations of satellites, it is possible to provide almost continuous im­
agery service over any point on the globe, which is important for timely environment 
monitoring and can not be achieved with single satellite. The timely imagery is an 
excellent characteristics of constellations and also an important performance feature 
for the commercial Earth observation systems.
1.2. Motivation and Objectives
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Ankara_Turkey
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DMC-ChIna
Figure 1.3: Ground imaging swath of DMC.
1.2 M o tiv a tio n  and O b jectiv es
W ith the development of space technology, large Earth observation satellites are being 
gradually replaced by low-cost small satellites. Although there are still large EO satel­
lites launched recently, such as Envisat [26], constellations with multiple small satellites 
are becoming the mainstream trend of future Earth observation industry for their fast 
and responsive space service. The advanced technology has also changed the way of 
satellite imaging service.
In traditional Earth observation systems, imaging operations are manually sched­
uled by the ground control operators. Customers come to a service provider for an 
image without knowing how long they need to wait; or customers just buy existing 
images from service providers, e.g. SPOT Image Corp. [20]. The Earth observation 
science data is normally for non-urgent usage such as map-making and meteorology. 
With advances of micro-satellite technologies and the application of constellations, as 
well as the development of space autonomy [6, 76, 91], recent satellite imaging systems
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have Ijeeii put into timely Earth observation and environment monitoring. For exam­
ple, in the case of the Asian Tsunami [1] in 2004 which fanned out across the Indian 
Ocean, DMC responded immediately to the news of the disaster by acquiring images of 
affected countries right across the region. With a daily revisit rate and a wide imaging 
swath, DMC provided timely information of the whole affected area in few images, 
demonstrating their value for disaster monitoring [82]. Therefore for Earth observation 
systems nowadays, high-resolution imagery is no longer the only performance measure 
for evaluating the level of Quality-of-Service (QoS). The delay in service delivery is 
becoming another important QoS measure. Customers will be interested in knowing 
not only how clear the requested image will be, but also how long they need to wait. 
Also for service providers, when there is more commercial competition in future space 
industry, they will try to evaluate and optimise the QoS of a imaging satellite service 
system both in system design and system operation stages. Hence the work of perfor­
mance analysis of imaging service from Earth observation satellites is stimulated. From 
the perspective of customers, we are interested to know how long they need to wait for 
a requested image. Fiom the perspective of service providers, we are also interested in 
the following questions:
• On average how long does it take a satellite to return a requested image to 
a user, i.e. the average service delivery delay?
• Will the satellite altitude, orbit inclination or other orbit parameters have 
effects on the quality of service, and how?
• Images are first captured and stored onboard, then transmitted to the 
ground. Will the onboard storage capacity have effects on the quality of 
service? If yes, how much onboard storage capacity is needed to achieve a 
certain level of service?
• How many satellites should be in a constellation to achieve a given revisit 
rate, or a certain average waiting time for users?
• How many ground stations are needed and where should they be located 
to minimise the delay in service delivery?
In order to answer these questions, we need to carry out performance analysis on 
satellite imaging service systems.
1.2. Motivation and Objectives
An analogy has been drawn between the small satellite technology and the personal 
computer industry in [18]. Similar to the importance of QoS analysis in performance 
evaluations for computer networks [32, 38, 86], the performance analysis of imaging 
service with small satellites is also important when small satellite technology is being 
brought into wider application. For performance analysis of computer networks, three 
different techniques have been applied with great success: measurement, system simu­
lation or theoretical modelling [22]. These methods can also be applied for performance 
analysis of satellite imaging systems with small satellites. The analysis of system QoS 
and system components’ effects, and the investigation on system’s potential perfor­
mance bottlenecks, will produce valuable information and also help with design and 
optimisation of satellite imaging systems. The importance of performance analysis for 
satellite imaging systems will become more obvious in the near future with the rapid 
development and commercialisation of small satellite technology.
This research work is motivated by the requirements of performance analysis for 
satellite imaging service mentioned above. Performance analysis can provide useful 
information about how the quality of service is and how to improve service perfor­
mance. W ith the ultimate aim of evaluating performance of a constellation imaging 
service system, this work addresses the performance analysis for a single-satellite imag­
ing service system with single ground station. We hope to provide a performance model 
representative of the satellite imaging service system such that when information about 
the satellite, requests, and ground station are known, we can calculate general service 
performance measures for the system, such as the average request waiting time. Also 
we can vary system parameters within the model to study how they affect service 
performance. The objectives of this work are as follows:
• Investigating key performance measures of satellite imaging service system;
• Choosing appropriate evaluation techniques for the satellite imaging sys­
tem, such as building simulation system or theoretical model, realising the 
technique and justifying the built system/model;
• Carrying out service performance analysis based on the built system/model, 
and investigating system parameters’ effects on the key performance mea­
sures.
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1.3 S tru ctu re  o f  T h esis
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the imaging service process 
with EO satellites, and reviews literature about performance analysis of the satellite 
imaging service. Chapter 3 shows the background of queueing theory and how to apply 
queueing theory for performance analysis of satellite imaging service. In Chapter 4 
we introduce a continuous-time two-dimensional model to analyse a satellite imaging 
service system with both image capture and download service. Sensitivity analysis 
is carried out and the disadvantages of the model are discussed at the end of this 
chapter. In Chapter 5 we explore the geometric model for image capture operations 
and introduce a discrete-time clocking model to analyse the image capture service. In 
Chapter 6 we investigate the image download geometric model and introduce another 
clocking model for the image download service, followed by a tandem clocking model 
for the tandem imaging service system. Performance analysis is carried out based on 
the model. Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and future investigations are 
discussed,
1.4 N o v e lty  o f  R esearch
• Based upon the geometric models for image capture and image download, 
in-depth analysis has been carried out to address the stochastic features 
for both image capture and download service, in terms of the image cap­
ture/download probability and the probability of inter-operation-orbits. 
Based on our knowledge, such a analysis has never been performed before.
• This research has for the first time incorporated the stochastic features 
of image capture and download service into the queueing modelling for 
satellite imaging systems. It shows the feasibility and flexibility of queueing 
modelling for EO satellites based upon satellite geometric models, which is 
a significant contribution.
• In this work we have applied queueing theory to model the satellite imaging 
service system, and used this model to systematically analyse the important
1.4. Novelty of Research
performance measure: average request waiting time. As far as the author is 
aware, there hasn’t been any work addressing the performance analysis of 
a single-satellite imaging system, with consideration of both image capture 
& download service and limited onboard storage capacity.
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C hapter 2
Satellite Im aging Service
2.1 Im agin g  S erv ice  P ro cess
2.1.1 K ey Subsystem s for S atellite Im aging
To keep a satellite operating properly, there are necessary subsystems including the 
thermal subsystem, power subsystem, navigation subsystem, attitude control subsys­
tem, propulsion subsystem, and processing subsystem. For a typical Earth Observation 
satellite, other than the subsystems mentioned above there are four functional modules 
which are important in providing imaging service for remote sensing mission [34] :
• Observation Instrument: it is a key element and essential payload of Earth 
observation satellites. It acquires and transmits Earth observation data to 
a data-recording unit to store onboard or a telemetry unit for transmitting 
to the ground.
• Command Subsystem: it is like a CPU on the satellite, responsible for all 
data processing and also sending commands to the rest of the units on the 
satellite to keep the satellite operating properly.
• Telemetry Subsystem: it transmits observation data and status data of 
onboai’d units to the ground.
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• Data Storage Subsystem: it temporarily stores image data and housekeep­
ing data of onboard subsystems.
2.1.2 Im age C apture and D ownload O pportunities
2.1.2.1 Sun-synchronous Orbits
Earth observation satellites normally stay in two types of orbits [34]:
• Geostationary orbit: A geostationary orbit (GEO) is an orbit synchronised 
with the sidereal rotation of the Earth, with an inclination and eccentricity 
of zero. A geostationary satellite maintains a constant position relative 
to the surface of the Earth with an elevation of approximately 35,790 km. 
Many weather satellites are in geostationary orbit.
• Sim-synchronous orbit: A Sun-synchronous orbit (also rarely called a he- 
liosynchronous orbit) is a geocentric orbit typically inclined between 95° 
and 105° with a low altitude around 600 - 800 km. This is chosen so that a 
satellite moving along this orbit passes over any given point of the Eai’th ’s 
surface at the same local solar time. It is often used for remote sensing 
missions because nearly every point on the Earth’s surface can be visited.
Typical Earth observation satellites such as the Landsat series [69], Japan’s Earth Re­
sources Satellite (JERS) [43] and the SPOT series [52] are all in Sun-synchronous orbits. 
The relatively low earth orbit greatly reduces satellite cost. Although it normally takes 
satellites several days to return to a certain observation location, this disadvantage can 
be made up by using agile observation telescopes or constellations of satellites. Sun- 
synchronous orbits are useful for discrete-time observation of the entire Earth’s surface, 
and we shall restrict ourselves to such orbits in this thesis.
2.1.2.2 Discrete-time Observation and Downlink
A complete imaging service consists of two actions: an image capture operation and 
an image download operation. An image of an requested target can be captured or
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Access Start Time (UTCG) End Time (UTCG) Duration (sec)
1 1 Jun 2004 20:26:11.105 1 Jun 2004 20:33:37.589 446.485
2 1 Jun 2004 22:01:56.199 1 Jun 2004 22:15:20.194 803.995
3 1 Jun 2004 23:39:27.611 1 Jun 2004 23:52:32.842 785.231
4 2 Jun 2004 01:17:46.325 2 Jun 2004 01:26:25.523 519.198
5 2 Jun 2004 06:04:09.616 2 Jun 2004 06:07:04.933 175.317
6 2 Jun 2004 07:35:24.258 2 Jun 2004 07:46:36.698 672.440
7 2 Jun 2004 09:10:43.323 2 Jun 2004 09:24:34.022 830.699
8 2 Jun 2004 10:49:29.950 2 Jun 2004 11:01:38.715 728.765
Table 2.1: An example of download opportunities at Guildford in two days.
Access Start Time (UTCG) End Time (UTCG) Duration (sec)
1 6 Jun 2004 01:53:18.242 6 Jun 2004 01:54:42.327 84.084
2 9 Jun 2004 02:07:59.692 9 Jun 2004 02:09:01.460 61.768
3 11 Jun 2004 01:45:23.300 11 Jun 2004 01:46:05.455 42.155
4 14 Jun 2004 01:59:29.852 14 Jun 2004 02:00:56.804 86.952
5 19 Jun 2004 01:51:17.160 19 Jun 2004 01:52:34.958 77.799
6 22 Jun 2004 02:05:49.078 22 Jun 2004 02:07:01.309 72.231
7 27 Jun 2004 01:57:23.119 27 Jun 2004 01:58:50.044 86.925
8 30 Jun 2004 02:12:32.370 30 Jun 2004 02:12:39.458 7.087
Table 2.2: An example of observation opportunities for Beijing in one month.
downloaded when a satellite passes over the target location or over a ground station. 
Using Sun-synchronous orbits, Earth observation satellites have discrete-time image 
capture and download opportunities. For example, Table 2.1 shows the possible down­
load time windows over two days from the UK-DMC satellite when the ground station 
is located at Guildford (latitude =  51.23°, longitude =  —0.57°); Table 2.2 shows the 
image capture opportunities of Beijing from the UK-DMC satellite over the period of 
a month (latitude =  39.54°, longitude — 116.28°).
To calculate times for discrete image capture and image download opportunities, we 
need orbit prediction software. ImPredict [64, 75] is a fast algorithm for the prediction
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of passes of a LEO satellite over any target location, providing high accuracy timings 
over long time periods. It is based on a sophisticated analytical geometric model of the 
satellite orbit and calculates the rise and set times and nadir tracking directly without 
the need of an orbit propagation or hill climbing. This fast software makes onboard 
autonomy possible by reducing the time required to generate operation schedules for 
remote sensing satellites. Its long term orbit estimation ability with high accuracy 
is also useful for operations analysis at the design stage, or for performance model 
justification as in this work.
2.1.3 Im aging Service Process
Now let us consider the typical satellite imaging service process. As shown in Figure 2.1, 
the service process can be described as follows:
1. Image requests arrive at the satellite;
2. Images are captured and stored onboard;
3. Images are downloaded to the ground station.
images captured &
Requests come in stored unboard Images downloaded
Figure 2.1: Imaging service process of EOS.
In order to understand the imaging service process in detail, let us see how the 
satellite onboard subsystem works and what the relevant operations are. Figure 2.2 
shows the functional subsystems of EO satellites which are involved in the imaging ser­
vice process. For a given target location, the observation data (image) can be obtained 
when the satellite is passing over the target, i.e. the target is visible to the satellite. 
For a Sun-synchronous Earth observation satellite, there is typically a delay of sev­
eral days to get an image capture opportunity for a ground target. The exact time of 
the image capture opportunity can be calculated by ImPredict in the commands and 
processing subsystem. When image requests arrive at the satellite, the image capture 
opportunities for each recjuest will be calculated. A scheduling program will then select
2.2. Performance Analysis o f Satellite Imaging Service 15
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Figure 2.2; Functional subsystems of EOS.
which image capture opportunity to use for each request, based on some scheduling 
discipline, and then execute the capture operations. The images obtained will be sent 
to the onboard data storage subsystem ready for downloading. In the same way, image 
download opportunities occur only when the satellite passes over the ground station 
and can also be calculated by ImPredict. The satellite will schedule appropriate image 
download operations and transmit the data (images) to the ground station through the 
telemetry subsystem. The downloaded image will be deleted from the onboard data 
storage so that space recovers available for newly captured images. The imaging service 
is completed once the image is received by the ground station.
2.2  P erform ance A n a lysis  o f  S a te llite  Im aging  S erv ice
2.2.1 General System  Perform ance A nalysis
Performance analysis is a methodology used to evaluate how well a system will per­
form in the early design phase and throughout the system’s lifetime [41]. It facilitates 
cost-effective design, development and maintenance of efficient systems. In general 
performance analysis will consider four questions:
1. W hat needs to be analysed, i.e. which features of the service system should 
we pay attention to.
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2. How to carry out the performance analysis, for example, collecting sample 
data or building theoretical model.
3. Setting and analysing the service system.
4. Analysing the effects of system parameters, protocols or algorithms.
Three different techniques are used for performance analysis: measurement, system 
simulation or theoretical modelling [22]:
• Measurement-based technique: Measurement-based performance analysis is 
feasible when the system under study already exists and is accessible. It 
has the salability with accurate results which reflect the performance of 
a “real” system, and has been applied in many aspects such as computer 
systems and networks [2, 24, 55]. However this technique is not systematic 
and the results are sometimes unreproducible and hard to interpret.
• System simulation: A system simulation model is a computer program 
which implements the most important aspects of the system under study.
It is often in a simplified manner although it allows for a greater level of 
detail than analytical modeling. It is a quite accurate and flexible approach, 
with much better reproducible results than measurement results. There are 
many performance analyses based upon system simulation techniques [17,
45, 46]. However, the computational complexity for simulation approach is 
usually heavy because a number of simulations have to be run and a huge 
amount of data needs to be analysed. Sometimes it is impossible to get 
meaningful results within reasonable times. And also the model setup and 
validation/verification time can be significant.
• Theoretical modelling: Theoretical modelling uses mathematical notions 
and models describing certain aspects of a system. We are mostly con­
cerned with stochastic models of discrete-state systems, and probabilistic 
models are often used to describe system features. [8, 48] show examples 
of performance analysis with theoretical modelling. Models can often be 
quickly set up and evaluated. System performance measures can be for- 
mulised and analysed in a systematic way, providing qualitative insights
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into systems. The disadvantage of this approach is that real systems are 
normally very complex and assumptions have to be made in performance 
modelling, which sometimes result in significant inaccuracy.
2.2.2 Perform ance M odelling o f Satellite Im aging Service
W ith the development of space technology and the commercialisation of satellite imag­
ing service business, performance evaluation and analysis of the service system is getting 
more and more attention because users tend to attach more and more importance to the 
Quality of Service (QoS). Performance analysis of QoS metrics becomes an important 
task in designing and testing an imaging satellite system.
System simulation and real sample data analysis are two current approaches in satel­
lite imaging service analysis. However, in order to avoid the long runtime in the system 
simulation approach and the inflexibility of the measurement analysis approach, as well 
as to capture the behavior of future satellite imaging service systems, we hope to for­
mulate and analyse service performance of the satellite imaging system in a systematic 
way with theoretical modelling.
The target Earth observation satellites are in Sun-synchronous orbits. Performance 
modelling of Sun-synchronous satellites is much more complex than geostationary satel­
lites because of the discrete-time observation and downlink availability. No work has 
been done on performance modelling of Earth observation satellites until Dr. Yan Mai 
and Dr. Phil Palmer, from Surrey Space Centre, applied queueing theory for satellite 
imaging service analysis [57, 58]. In this early work, a single satellite with an orbit 
propagation algorithm was studied. Two queueing models for image capture service 
and image download service were studied respectively, which were based on simulation 
results. However there were no consideration of onboard storage constraint, and no 
research on the performance modelling of complete satellite imaging systems based on 
an analysis of the geometric operation mechanisms. Also the queueing models have not 
been applied for system performance analysis.
As introduced in Chapter 1, for Eai'tli observation systems nowadays both cus­
tomers and service providers are interested in the performance analysis of the system
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for evaluating the level of Quality-of-Service (QoS). The concept of Quality-of-Service 
(QoS) was first brought up in computer networks and mobile communication systems 
[31]. It refers to the performance of such a system in terms of service delivery delay, 
service loss rate, traffic load, reliability and so on. In satellite imaging service systems, 
the most important performance measure is the average request waiting time, which is 
the time period from the instant when a request arrives at the satellite to the instant 
when the requested image is received by the user. The average request waiting time is 
the key QoS measure for customers. Service systems with shorter average waiting time 
are favored by the customers. For service providers of satellite imagery, some other 
performance measures are also interested in, such as average number of requests in the 
system and onboard storage utilisation rate. These measures are the features of the 
service system that we want to learn from our performance analysis.
Performance modelling and analysis will help with space mission and design process 
[90]. Once the satellite imaging service system is successfully modelled, scientific per­
formance analysis can be carried out and quantitative evaluation of the capability of the 
system can be realised. Hence we can enhance efficiency and reliability in developing a 
high quality imaging service system with Earth observation satellites.
C hapter 3
Q ueueing Theory
3.1 In trod u ction
Queueing theory is a powerful tool for performance modelling. It was first originated 
in telephony business to deal with a waiting-line situation by A.K.Erlang back in 1909 
[27]. Actually telephony remained as the principal application of the queueing theory 
until around 1950. Since then, the theory has been widely applied in engineering, 
operations research, and computer science with great success [50]. For example it has 
been applied to computer networks analysis [53, 59, 62], manufacturing systems analysis 
[35, 65, 87], transportation traffic modelling [4, 42, 60], and has been used extensively in 
telephony service analysis for mobile communication satellite systems [29, 71, 80]. Also 
it is worth noting that the mathematics underlying queueing theory is quite similar to 
that underlying such seemingly unrelated subjects as inventories, dams, and insurance 
[19],
Queueing theory has been rarely used for Eai'tli observation satellite service analysis, 
partially because the commercialisation of satellite imaging services is still at its infancy. 
Another reason is, unlike communication satellites generally in Geostationary Earth 
Orbit (GEO), Earth observation satellites are generally in Sun-synchronous Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO). W ith discrete-time observation and downlink availability, the service 
modelling of EO satellites is greatly more complex than in communication systems.
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In this chapter, we introduce queueing systems and the basics of queueing theory. 
We also introduce how to apply queueing theory for performance modelling of the 
imaging service from Earth observation satellites.
3.2 Q ueueing S y stem
We start with elaborating a queueing system, including how it is defined, what it is 
composed of, how it is classified and how it is measured.
3.2.1 D efinition o f a Q ueueing System
Let us first see an example of a telephone traffic process, which was the first piece of 
work analysed by queueing theory with great significance. In a telephone system, there 
are a fixed number of available communication lines. Calls are arriving at a telephone 
exchange server according to a certain stochastic law. If a call finds a free line then a 
connection is realised. The lengths of the call holding times are random variables. If 
all lines are busy, the calls will wait in a queue until accessing a line or dropping off 
the queue after some time.
The telephone traffic process is a typical example of a queueing system. In general, 
a queueing system has two basic elements; customers who request services, and one 
or more servers which can provide service to customers. Figure 3.1 shows a general 
queueing system. As shown in the figure, a queueing system can be described in terms 
of three basic characteristics, the input process, the service mechanism, and the queue 
discipline {49]:
• The input process: describing the sequence of requests asking for service.
• The service mechanism: including the characteristics like the number of 
servers, server’s capacity and the lengths of time that the customers hold 
the servers.
• The queue discipline: specifying the disposition of waiting customers in the 
queue.
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Figure 3.1: A general queueing system.
3.2.2 C haracteristics o f a Q ueueing System
In order to understand queueing systems in more detail, the mentioned three basic 
characteristics are normally further detailed into six characteristics [37]: arrival pattern 
of customers; service pattern of servers; number of servers; system capacity; queue 
discipline; and number of service stages.
• Arnval Pattern of Customers
The arrival process is usually described in terms of the average number 
of arrivals per unit of time (mean arrival rate) or by the average time 
between successive arrivals (mean interarrival time). Normally, the stream 
of input is stochastic rather than deterministic. Therefore besides the mean 
value, further characterisation is described in the form of the probability 
distribution of the arrival process. Most queueing theory assumes that the 
interarrival times are independent, identically distributed random variables, 
so that only the distribution of interarrival times is of significance, which 
can be denoted by A(t), where A{t) — P[time between intervals < t].
Another point about the arrival pattern is that the requests could come 
one by one or in batches. In the bulk-arrival situation, not only may the 
time between successive arrivals of the batches be probabilistic, but also 
the number of customers in a batch.
• Service Pattern of Servers
The time each customer stays in the system is called the service time, de­
fined from the start point when the customer arrives at the server, to the 
end point when the customer leaves the system after completing or exceed­
ing its waiting deadline. Similar to the arrival pattern discussed above, the
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service process can also be described in terms of the mean service time or 
mean service rate. For most systems with non-deterministic service pro­
cesses, the service pattern is normally described with the probability distri­
bution of service time, denoted by B{x), where B{x) = P[service tim e < 
x].
Similarly, service may also be single or batch. The server can serve requests 
one by one or several ones at a time. The service time may be independent 
of server status, determined only by the server’s configuration and capabil­
ity, or dependent on the queue status. The situation in which service time 
depends on the number of customers is referred to as load-dependent service.
Number of Servers
The number of service stations is another specification of the queueing 
system. If there are more than one servers in the system, the distribution 
of service time perhaps differ for each server, and each needs a subscript 
for the distribution B{x). For multi-server queueing systems, there are 
two possible conditions about arrival request waiting queue. There might 
be a single common queue for all servers, or else each server keeps an 
independent queue, as shown in Figure 3.2. It is generally assumed that 
the service processes of each server are independent of each other.
oo 0 0 00 0 0
•  #
oo 0 0 00 0 0
\ •  •  •\ 0-000
(a) Each server has a queue (b) A common queue for all servers
Figure 3.2: Multi-server queueing systems.
• System Capacity
The system capacity refers to the maximum number of waiting customers 
a system can hold, usually denoted by K . When the waiting line reaches
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the system capacity, no further customers are allowed to enter until space 
becomes available by a service completion. In most queueing systems the 
system capacity is usually large enough so that K  is always assumed infi­
nite for easier analysis.
• Queue Discipline
This is another important structural description of a  queueing system, 
which defines how the service is carried out to the customers in a queue, i.e. 
the order in which customers are taken from the queue and allowed into ser­
vice. Common standard service disciplines include First-Come-First-Serve 
(FCFS), Last-Come-First-Serve (LCFS), Shortest-Service-Time-First-Serve, 
Service-In-Random-Order (SIRO) and so on [49]. In the case of a prioritised 
queueing system, the service discipline also takes account of customers’ pri­
ority, highest priority first for example.
• Stages of Service
A queueing system may have only a single stage of service such as the 
cashier service at supermarkets, or it may have several stages in a big 
system. For example, to complete a physical examination procedure, a 
patient has to go through a series of examinations such as eyesight test, 
blood test and so on. Requests completing a stage will join in the next 
stage for another service until it leaves the system. The stages may be 
organised in some sequence order or loops.
To model a realistic service system with queueing theory, it is extremely important 
to use the correct model or at least the model that best describes the real situation of 
the studied system. The work of queueing modelling is also the work of finding the best 
description for a queueing system’s six cliaracteristics. In this project, our objective is 
to find the best description and the most appropriate queueing model for the imaging 
service from Sun-synchronous Earth observation satellites.
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3.2.3 N otation  for Q ueueing System s
As a shorthand in describing a queueing process, Kendall notation [47] is a standard 
commonly used notation for queueing systems throughout the queueing literature. The 
six parameters in the form of A /S /n i /B /K /S D  are proposed for denoting six most 
important specification characteristics of the queueing system:
• A indicates the arrival time distribution;
• S  indicates the service time distribution;
• m  is the number of servers, m =  1,2, • • • , oo;
• B is the number of system capacity, B =  1,2, • • • , oo;
• K  is the population size, K  — 1,2, - ■ ■ , oo;
• SD  is the service discipline.
There are some standard symbols for denoting the distributions of interarrival times 
and service time distributions. Table 3.1 [37] shows the standard symbols for describing 
queueing systems.
In general, if a parameter is infinite, it is omitted from the notation. If the service 
discipline is FCFS, it would also be omitted. Therefore, in most situations, only the 
first three symbols are used, e.g. M /M /1, G/M /m , G /G /1. However, in a few systems 
further comments are needed. For example, the G and G I  symbols represent a general­
time probability distribution and therefore need to be described with independent and 
identically distributed random variables. Also there is no indication of a symbol to 
represent bulk arrivals, nothing to represent series of queues, no symbols to denote 
load-dependent service and so on. These special models for which no symbolism has 
ever been developed or accepted as standard, normally are less frequently analysed in 
the literature. When it comes to analysing these models, the particular case will be 
indicated in the text.
3.2.4 M easures o f Queueing System s
After appropriately modelling a queueing system, the task of queueing analysis is nor­
mally one of two things: to either determine the values of appropriate measures of
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Cliaracteristics Symbol Explanations
Interarrival-time distribution (A) M Exponential
D Deterministic
Ek Erlang type k (/c =  1,2, • • • )
Hk Hyperexponential type k
P H Phase type
G I Ceneral independent
Service-time distribution (S') M Exponential
D Deterministic
Ek Erlang type k
Hk Hyperexponential type k
P H Phase type
G Ceneral
Number of sesrvers (m) 1,2, •• • ,oo
Number of system capacity (B) 1,2,••• , oo
Population size (K) 1,2, "  ,00
Queue discipline {SD) FCFS First come, first served
LCFS Last come, first served
SIRO Service in random order
PR Priority
CD Ceneral discipline
Table 3.1: Queueing notation.
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effectiveness, or to design an “optimal” (according to some criterion) system [19]. Now 
that we have investigated how to specify a queueing process physically, it is natural 
then to study the effectiveness of a queueing system. Therefore we need to identify the 
measures of performance and effectiveness that we shall obtain by analysis.
Usually we are interested in the waiting time for a customer, the number of cus­
tomers in the system, the length of a busy period of servers, the length of an idle 
period, and the current work load. Since most queueing systems have stochastic el­
ements, these measures are often random variables and thus we seek their complete 
probal)ilistic description or at least their expected values.
By relating these measures with the input stream and the service procedures, we 
are able to determine the values of appropriate measures of effectiveness or design an 
optimal system. Normally it requires a balance between the efficiency and the space 
or resource cost. In any case, the work of queueing analysis is to solve the problem by 
analytical means or by resorting to queueing simulation.
Here we introduce the well-known Little’s Theorem [44, 56], formed by John Little 
in 1961, which relates three most important measures of system effectiveness. It could 
be written as follows:
L = X -W  (3.1)
where L is the mean number of customers present, W  is the mean waiting time of 
customers in the system and A is the mean arrival rate.
Little’s Theorem is a remarkable result, as it is proven entirely independent of any of 
the detailed probability distributions involved, and hence requires no assumptions about 
the queueing policies according to which customers arrive or are served, or whether 
they are served in the order in which they arrive. No matter which queue discipline is 
applied, Little’s Theorem holds as long as the system is stable, except under some very 
unusual conditions [49].
With a queueing model, we can also analyse queue length probabilities, load of 
server, server idle probability and so on. These measures are interested by service 
providers to study server utilisation and system occupation status.
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3.3 Som e B asics
111 this section we introduce some fundamental probability distributions and stochastic 
processes which have direct application in elementary queueing theory.
3.3.1 Som e Im portant Probability  D istributions
Here we consider several distributions that are important in queueing theory, includ­
ing Bernoulli distribution, Binomial distribution. Uniform distribution, Exponential 
distribution and Poisson distribution [30].
A. Bernoulli Distribution
A random variable X  has the Bernoulli distribution if it has two possible outcomes, 
X  = 1 with probability p and A  =  0 with probability (1 — p). Bernoulli probability is 
a discrete probability distribution with expected value oi E {X ) = p.
B. Binomial Distribution
Binomial distribution is the discrete probability distribution of the number of suc­
cesses in a sequence of n independent Bernoulli trials, each of which results in ei­
ther ’’success” with probability p, or ’’failure” with probability (1 — p). If is the 
number of successes in n  Bernoulli trials, then Sn can be represented as the sum
'S'n =  -t- -1 h Xn, where {Aj} are mutually independent, identically Bernoulli
distributed random variables. The binomial distribution function can be formulated 
as:
P  {S„ = k] =  -  p)"-". (3.2)
C. Uniform Distribution
If C/ is a continuous random variable that takes values in (a, b) with distribution 
function P{U < æ} — F{x), where
F(x) =
0 X < a
a < x < b  (3.3)
1 x >  b
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then [/ has the uniform distribution.
D. E xponen tia l D is tr ib u tio n
Let X  be a continuous random variable with distribution function P { X  < x} = 
F(x), where
f l - e - ' *  z > 0F(a-;A) =  .^  . (3.4)
[^0 X < 0
Then X  has the exponential distribution with mean B(x) = p — 1.
The exponential distribution can be extended from Bernoulli distribution. If in a 
sequence of Bernoulli trials with success rate p, the first k trials after the previous 
successful trial all result in failures, we say the inter-time (number of trials) between
two successive successful trials is k, with probability of (1 — p)^. If these k trials are
independently conducted in a  time interval of length £, then the success rate A is
A = ^ .  (3.5)
Let A be constant but with p —> 0 and k —> oo, i.e. infinite trials in a finite length of 
time and each trial with vanishingly small probability of success, we have
lim pk = Xt. (3.6)p —+0, fc—>oo
lim (1 — pŸ  — fim f 1 — ^  ) = e (3.7)
Therefore
  r
p—»0, k—^ co fc—»oo y  k
We can see that the inter-time is exponentially distributed. Therefore exponential 
distribution is often used to model the time between independent events that happen 
at a constant average rate.
E. Poisson D is trib u tio n
Let us consider points on a time line, with the assumption that the distances between 
successive points are independently, identically, exponentially distributed. That is, we 
label these points T i,T 2 , . . . ,  and assume that the random variable X j = Tj — T j-i  
(j =  1 ,2 ,... ; To =  0) has the exponential distribution: P{ Xj  > t} = {j = 1 ,2 ,...) . 
Let N{t)  be the number of points accruing in (0, £), with P {N (t) = j}  = Pjif). We
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have
PM)  = (3.8)
which is the distribution of the number of points occurring in a fixed interval of length 
t, and also constitutes the Poisson distribution.
3.3.2 D iscrete-tim e & C ontinuous-tim e M arkov Process
To model and analyze a queueing system, the stochastic arrival process and service 
process are of the most significance, which is usually denoted by some functions or 
random sequence of time, e  T}. If T  is a countable sequence, for example
T  = {0 ,1 ,2 ,...} , then the stochastic process (X(£),£ G T} is said to be a discrete- 
parameter process. Or else if T  is a continuous interval or algebraic combination of 
intervals, for example T =  {£ : 0 < £ < Too}, then the stochastic process is said 
to be a continuous-parameter process. If the parameter T  is time, then the process 
is a discrete-time or continuous-time process. X{t)  represents system state at time 
£. Depending on the values the random variables X{t)  can take, the process can be 
classified as discrete-state process or continuous-state process.
If the future states of a process are independent of the past states and dependent 
only on the present state, the process is called a Markov process, having Markov property 
or memoryless property. Markov processes can also be classified according to their 
state space or the type of parameter. The classification scheme for Markov processes is 
summarised as shown in Table 3.2 [9]. If the state space is discrete, the Markov process 
is generally called a Markov chain.
State Space Type of Parameter
Discrete Continuous
Discrete Discrete-parameter 
Markov chain
Continuous-parameter 
Markov chain
Continuous Discrete-parameter 
Markov process
Continuous-parameter 
Markov process
Table 3.2: Classification of Markov Processes.
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In a discrete-parameter Markov process = 0 ,1 ,2 ,...}  or {X{t ) , t  > 0},
the Markov property can be formulated as P{X{tn)  < Xn\X(ti)  =  x i , . .. ,X(£„_i) =  
.x‘n_i} =  P{X{tn)  < x,i|A'(£„_i) =  Xn-\]  where £i < £2 < • • • < £ „  in the index set 
or time range of the process. This memoryless property is the key property of Markov 
process, which is always used to help simplifying the analysis of queueing systems.
A basic and simple process worth discussion is the Birth-Death process. A Birth- 
Death process is a special type of Markov Chain with the restriction that at each step, 
the state transitions, if any, can occur only between neighbouring states. Normally we 
use a set of integers to denote the state space of the process. In a Birth-Death process 
if the current state Xn is £, then the next state Xn^^i can only be « — 1, £ or £ +  1. A 
transition from £ to £ +  1 is a birth transition and a transition from £ to £ — 1 is a death 
transition. We consider the Birth-Death process as a discrete-time Markov chain here; 
the continuous-time case can be similarly handled.
3.3.3 Tandem Queue w ith  Blocking
Real-life systems normally consist of a set of interconnected nodes. Each node has 
a queue, where customers wait for service from one or more servers. Such multi-node 
system is called a queueing network [9]. Queueing networks have been used successfully 
to model complex systems such as computer networks. Tandem queueing system is one 
of the simplest queueing networks, where a set of nodes are arranged in series. Figure 3.3 
shows an example of n nodes in tandem configuration. Requests have to go through 
all these n servers in series. Server n is the destination node where requests leave the 
system after they complete service at server n.
•  • • ©
Figure 3.3: Queueing network with tandem servers.
If a queueing network has finite capacity nodes, it is referred to as a queueing 
network with blocking [5, 67]. When a node has its limited waiting room fully occupied, 
its upstream node will be blocked and stop serving requests in its queue. Figure 3.4
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shows an example of two-node tandem queueing system with blocking. Server 1 is 
blocked if the waiting room of server 2 becomes full. Once a request at server 2 
completes its service and leaves the system, a request from the waiting room will enter 
server 2 and the server 1 will be unblocked again and able to process more requests.
O-mO-DDD
Figure 3.4; Two-node tandem queueing system with blocking.
3.4  Q ueuein g  T h eory  A p p lica tio n  in S a te llite  Im aging  Ser­
v ice  A n a lysis
Similar to a communication network system (where queueing theory has been applied 
and researched a lot and has achieved great success), our satellite imaging service system 
is a waiting line with waiting-time problem in nature: the satellite is the server, which 
provides an imaging service to the users; because the satellite capacity and resource 
is limited, only a limited number of requests could be served at a time; the unserved 
requests will then wait in some sequence; hence a waiting queue is formed. In more 
detail, it is a two-node tandem service system with blocking: image capture service and 
image download service are in tandem manner; onboard storage is the limited waiting 
room between the two nodes. The six queueing system characteristics of the satellite 
imaging service system can be described as follows:
• Arrival Pattern of Customers: For the satellite imaging service system, 
as we know, the user requests from all over the world are independent of 
each other, globally distributed users can contact with the satellite service 
provider directly. Therefore the inter-arrival times of requests are normally 
assumed to be independently identically and exponentially distributed. On 
the other side, the request of satellite imaging service is special, which is 
not only specified with arrival time, but also related with the location of 
target over the world map.
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• Service Pattern of Servers: In the satellites imaging service system, there 
are two-stage of service: image capture and image download. For image 
capture service, requests are related with locations, which cannot be com­
pleted anytime, but only several discrete-time opportunities in a certain 
time interval. Compared with the waiting time before getting an operation 
opportunity, the actual capture operation execution time is very short and 
negligible. Therefore the service pattern of image capture server depends 
on the image capture opportunities for each requests. Similarly the service 
pattern of image download server depends on the image download oppor­
tunities to a ground station.
• Number of Servers: The number of servers here means the number of re­
source units in the constellation, which could be single satellite or virtual 
satellite. In tliis project we focus on single imaging satellite only.
• System Capacity: In the satellite imaging service system, there is no limit 
on the number of customers arriving at the system. However, after images 
are captured, they need to be stored onboard before being downloaded to 
a ground station. Because of the limited space capacity of the onboard 
storage, there is a constraint on the number of images stored onboard, i.e. 
there is a limited system capacity on the image download service.
• Queue Discipline: In our satellite imaging service system, the user re­
quests are assumed non-prioritised. In order to improve service efficiency, 
the sequence of input requests will be rescheduled for an optimal solution.
A First-Opportunity-First-Serve queueing discipline is proposed for image 
capture service, the details of which is introduced in the next chapter. For 
the download process, First-Come-First-Serve discipline is applied.
• Stages of Service: The satellite imaging system is a tandem service system.
The completion of imaging service consists of both image capture and image
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download operations in sequence. That is, to get an image we must capture 
it with observation instrument and send it to user through telemetry device, 
and an image has to be captured first before getting downloaded.
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C hapter 4
Im age Capture and Image 
Download System : 
C ontinuous-tim e M odel
4.1 T andem  Im agin g  S erv ice  S y stem
4.1.1 Service Process
For a satellite imaging system, there are two stages of service: image capture service 
and image download service. Requests arriving at satellite are automatically considered 
in the first stage, and put in a queue waiting for the image capture service. The second 
stage starts after image capture, with the captured images stored in a buffer onboard the 
satellite and waiting for the image download service. After the images are downloaded 
and deleted from onboard storage, the whole imaging service is completed. Figure 4.1 
shows the service process.
W ith the two-stage-service in tandem, the satellite imaging system is a two-node 
open queueing network with tandem configuration. Actually it is a two-node tandem 
service system with blocking because of the limited capacity of onboard storage. An 
image capture operation can only be carried out when there is enough storage available.
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satellite q u eu e  O nboard stora g e
R eq u ests^ ----- Im ageCapture □ □□□ Im ageD ow nload Y^ in is^
Figiii'e 4.1: Imaging service process including image capture and image download ser­
vice.
If the storage is full, the image capture service will be blocked. It is unblocked again 
when image download operation takes images out of the onboard storage. Therefore 
the limited capacity of onboard storage can affect the overall service performance.
Since there are actually two queues in the system, one waiting for image capture 
and the other waiting for image download, we introduce these two tandem services in 
terms of the input process, service mechanism and queueing discipline of each queue.
4.1.2 Im age C apture Service Stage
4.1.2,1 In p u t P rocess
Imaging requests arrive at the satellite respectively and independently, so it is natu­
ral to assume the arrival pattern is a Poisson process, i.e. the inter-arrival times of 
imaging requests are independently and exponentially distributed. Figure 4.2(a) shows 
an histogram example of request inter-arrival time distribution when the request mean 
arrival rate is 5 requests per day.
A special feature of the satellite imaging service is that each reciuest is associated 
with a target location over the globe. Image capture operations can only be carried 
out when the satellite passes by the requested target location. Therefore for the arrival 
requests, there is another factor to be specified other than the inter-arrival time; the 
distribution of target locations . A target location can be specified by its latitude and 
longitude. In this thesis we assume the range of target locations is between latitudes 
[—55°, 55°] because there are less recpiests over poles. This range is also the most 
interested area for DMC [12] and referred as target belt in this thesis. Figure 4.2(b) 
shows an example of 1000 requests with targets uniformly distributed over the target 
belt.
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Figure 4.2: Interarrival time distribution and target location distribution of arrival 
image requests.
4.1.2.2 Service Mechanism
The image capture server is a single server with infinite waiting room. There is an 
image capture queue where a request stays after it arrives at the satellite and before 
image capture occurs. The total waiting time of a request staying in the system consists 
of two parts:
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1) The. queueing time: the time period that a request spends in a queue waiting 
while the server is serving other requests;
2) The service time: the time period from the instant when the server starts to 
serve the request to the instant when the image capture operation is finished.
Figure 4.3 shows the composition of request waiting time. Unlike normal queueing 
systems, the service time of a request in the satellite imaging service system largely 
depends on the time of waiting for a satellite visit opportunity, with the time for the 
actual image capture operation being negligible. With this special feature, the queueing 
discipline of the satellite image capture service system should be carefully designed to 
achieve good service performance.
R equest arrival Pul in serv ice Service finished
K I
Q ueueing time
I
Service time
R equest of interest R equest in service
Figure 4.3: Request waiting time consists of queueing time and service time.
4.1.2.3 Queue Discipline
1 he queue discipline, i.e. the sequence in which requests are served when there are 
multiple requests in the queue, is important for system service performance. There are 
many popular (jueue disciplines, such as First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), Last-Come- 
First-Serve (LCFS). Service-In-Random-Order (SIRO), and so on [10]. The service time 
of an image capture request is largely dictated by the travel time of the satellite before 
it passes over the target location of interest. When there are several image capture 
r(*(juests in the system, it is very likely that the target locations associated with the 
rc(|uests which arrive later might be visited by the satellite before those associated with 
earlier requests. For example in Figure 4.4, request 1 arrives at the system at time T al 
and has image capture opportunity at Tol[ request 2 arrives at the system after request 
1 at Ta2 and has image capture opportunities at To2 and To2'. If we use FCFS as
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Figure 4.4: An example of later arrival request has earlier image capture opportunity, 
T a l and Toi are the arrival time and capture opportunity time for request 1, Ta2, To2 
and To2' are the arrival time and capture opportunity times for request 2.
the queueing discipline, request 2 can not be served before request 1 so that request 2 
is served at To2'. Obviously the FCFS discipline wastes quite a lot of t ime and it is 
inefficient for our system.
In order to improve the system service performance, we propose a simple queueing 
discipline called First-Opportunity-First-Serve (FOFS). The principle of FOFS is that 
each image capture request is served at its first image capture opportunity. When 
there are several requests in the image capture queue, the satellite will always choose 
the request having the earliest image capture opportunity to serve first. It is obvious 
that with FOFS the service order for the requests is not necessarily the same as their 
ai'rival order. Again let us look at the example in Figure 4.4. With FCFS we have 
request 1 served at Toi first then request 2 at To2', while the service order with FOFS 
will be request 2 served at To2 first then request 1 served at Toi. Obviously the FOFS 
scheduling algorithm is much more efficient than FCFS since the system does not have 
to waste a lot of time in just waiting for image capture opportunities for each request. 
Now the service time of a request is defined as the time interval between its arrival time 
and its capture time if there are no other capture operations during that time, or the 
time interval between the previous operation time and its capture operation time. For 
the example in Figure 4.4, the service time of request 1 is Toi — To2, queueing time is 
To2 — T a l, and the total waiting time of request 1 is Toi — T al.
For the image capture queue in the tandem service system, we need to extend the 
FOFS queueing policy to cope with the constraint of limited onboard storage capac­
ity. The basic idea is still to try  to serve each request at its earliest image capture 
opportunity, except the case when the image capture service is blocked because of full
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occupation of the onboard storage. The extended FOFS policy is as follows: for any 
request in the image capture queue, every time it comes to an opportunity for an image 
capture operation, there are two possibilities:
1) if there is storage space available for a new image, the server will carry out the 
image capture operation and put the captured image in the onboard storage;
2) if the onboard storage is fully occupied, the image capture operation will not 
happen and the request will stay in the queue waiting for next image capture opportu­
nity.
If imaging requests are associated with priorities, the queue discipline needs to be 
extended further so that high prioritised requests can be served as early as possible. For 
the satellite imaging system studied in this thesis, we only consider equally prioritised 
imaging requests.
4.1.3 Im age D ownload Service Stage
When an image is captured, it is stored onboard and enters the second service stage: 
image download service stage. When there is a download opportunity, an image from 
the onboard storage, if there is any, will be chosen and downloaded. After the download 
operation finishes, the image will be deleted from the onboard storage so that the space 
recovers available for new captured images.
Now let us see the input process of the image download queue. As the second stage 
in the tandem service system, the input of the download service stage is exactly the 
output of the first image capture service stage.
For the service mechanism of the image download queue, it is a single server system 
with limited waiting positions. Images onboard are queued and waiting for download 
service. The total time in this queue also consists of two parts: queueing time and 
service time. The service time depends largely on the time waiting for an image down­
load opportunity. To start with a simple case, here we assume the inter-times between 
image download opportunities are independently and exponentially distributed.
The queueing discipline in the download service queue is the simple First-Come- 
First-Served policy, i.e. images captured earlier get the priority to be downloaded
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earlier. When there is an image captured, it will be added to the tail of the image 
download queue. Every time there is a download opportunity, the satellite will serve 
the requests from head of the download queue. Therefore the image download service 
time of a request is defined as the time interval between its image capture time and 
its download time if it enters an empty image download queue, or the time interval 
between its download operation time and the previous download operation time.
4.2  S a te llite  S im ulator
In this section we describe a satellite simulator to quantify the performance of the 
satellite imaging queueing systems. We have chosen to use the UK-DMC satellite for 
this as a case study. UK-DMC is a Low-Eaith-Orbit, Sun-synchronous Earth observa­
tion satellite that forms part of SSTL’s Disaster Monitoring Constellation [85], which 
provides a medium resolution imaging service with global coverage and daily revisit 
frequency. UK-DMC is at 686-km altitude with 98.2° inclination orbit, with camera’s 
field-of-view of 51.9°. The onboard storage capacity is 1536 Mbytes.
Figure 4.5 shows the configuration of the satellite simulator we build for studying 
the imaging service from the UK-DMC. It consists of four parts: requests, image stor­
age, orbit prediction software and the core operations scheduling algorithm. ImPredict 
[68, 75], introduced in Chapter 2, is the orbit prediction software we have used, which 
has been verified to have high computing performance with high accuracy. Given target 
locations, ImPredict can calculate the visiting opportunities for image capture opera­
tions and image download operations. The scheduling algorithm takes visiting times
Operations
Scheduling
Algorithm
/ ----------
^ ---------- Orbit ' ------------
Requests PredictionSoftware
image
Storage
Figure 4.5: Satellite simulator configuration.
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from ImPredict and the storage status as inputs, and generates a valid operating sched­
ule. which ensures sufficient resources are always available for the required operations. 
The input for the satellite simulator is a list of requests with target locations and arrival 
times. The simulation output is a list the requests with their image capture and image 
download operation times. From the output we can obtain the system queue length 
status over time as well as the probability distribution of the system queue length.
Let the satellite simulator use FOFS discipline for image capture service scheduling 
and FCFS discipline for image download service scheduling. We assume each image is 
equally sized 512MB, therefore the onboard storage of UK-DMC can hold at most three 
images. Guildford is chosen as the location for the ground station. Now we test our 
satellite simulator with a real set of image requests which have been completed by the 
UK-DMC satellite in Sep 2004. the target locations of which is shown in Figure 4.6(a). 
In Figure 4.6(b) the image capture queue status and the overall queue status (including
; vs
L -  -
(a) Target location distribution, with targets marked with asterisks
f
Tim« (day)
(b) Queue status over time 
Figure 4.6: Verification of satellite simulation with real requests in Sep 2004.
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both image capture and download queues) in the system are shown over time, from 
which we can see that our satellite simulator also completes these requests in a month. 
Therefore the satellite simulator is justified and we can use this simulator for queueing 
model verification throughout this project.
4.2.1 Im age C apture Service System  Sim ulation
At first we use the satellite simulator to study the pure image capture service system, 
without consideration of the image download operation and the onboard storage status. 
Let us compare the FOFS queueing discipline with the traditional FCFS discipline. 
Using the same 100 requests with the same inter-arrival rate of 2 requests per day, the 
queue status over time of the image capture system with different queue disciplines are 
shown in Figure 4.7. It is obvious that FOFS has much better service performance 
with much faster service rate than FCFS, which justifies the efficiency of our proposed 
FOFS queueing discipline.
— — — FCFS scheduling 
FOFS scheduling
/ •
Tim e (day)
Figure 4.7: FOFS vs. FCFS for image capture scheduling.
With the FOFS discipline for scheduling queued requests, we let requests arrive at 
satellite at different arrival rate in our simulations, with target location distribution as 
in Figure 4.2(b). The queue status of the image capture system are shown in Figure 4.8. 
We can see from the figure that at different arrival rate the system is stable with the 
system queue length within some range. When the arrival rate is increased, the mean 
queue length of the system increases as well. This is reasonable because when there are
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more rofjiiests in the ciueue. the time interval between two image capture opportunities 
is shorter. By studying the relationship between the mean queue length and the mean 
image capture service rate from simulation results, we hud that the image capture 
service rate is proportional to the number of image capture requests in the system, as 
shown in Figure 4.9. This agrees with the results in Mai’s work [58]. In queueing theory, 
this image capture service system belongs to load-dependent service queueing systems.
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Figure 4.8: Image capture queue status at different arrival rate.
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Figure 4.9: Mean image capture service rate vs. image capture queue length.
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4 .2 .2  T a n d e m  S y s te m  S im u la tio n
Now let us use the satellite simulator based on the UK-DMC satellite to simulate the 
real system performance with the tandem satellite imaging service system. Based on 
the system description in section 4.1, the related assumptions are listed as follows:
• The size of all images are assumed equal, and the target is uniformly dis­
tributed between latitudes [—55' ,^ 55*^ ];
• The inter-arrival times of imaging requests are independently and exponen­
tially distributed;
• The onboard storage capacity is M , i.e. there are at most M  images stored 
onboard the satellite waiting for download operation;
• For each download opportunity, there is one and only one image can be 
downloaded;
• The inter-times between image download opportunities are independently 
and exponentially distributed.
Figure 4.10 shows an example of a  stable imaging service system, with the queue 
status over time of both image capture queue and image download queue shown in 
Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) respectively, and the request waiting time shown in Fig­
ure 4.10(c). In this simulation 600 imaging requests have been considered with a mean 
arrival rate of 3 requests per day, up to 4 images can be stored onboard, and mean 
download rate of 5 requests per day. We can see that the system achieves stable very 
quickly and performs stably during the simulation time.
In the tandem imaging service system, it is important to have the download rate 
higher than the request arrival rate in order to achieve stable service performance. If 
this is not achieved then requests will accumulate on the satellite and the average re­
quest waiting time will increase continually. The system becomes unstable. Figure 4.11 
shows an example of an unstable imaging service system. Figure 4.11(a) shows the sta­
tus of total number of requests in the system, i.e. the sum of image capture queue 
length and image download queue length, termed as imaging system total queue length. 
This shows cleai’ly that the total queue length is increasing dramatically and does not 
reach a plateau. Figure 4.11(b) shows the waiting times of requests. The waiting time
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Figure 4.10: An example of a stable imaging service system.
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Figure 4.11: An example of an unstable imaging service system.
of many requests are very long, clearly indicating a bad service performance. The tran­
sient performance of an unstable system is also an interesting topic. However in this 
thesis we focus only upon the general service performance of stable imaging systems.
In a real imaging satellite system, the limited onboard storage capacity is another 
important constraint which has effects on the satellite’s overall service performance. 
If the storage capacity is too small, requests tend to accumulate in the image capture 
queue because of storage shortage. Figure 4.12 shows the comparison results of imaging 
service with different onboard storage capacity. As shown in Figure 4.12(a), the system 
is able to achieve a stable state with even a small onboard storage capacity 71/ =  1, 
but at a higher queue length value. W ith longer system total queue length, the waiting
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times of requests are also longer, as shown in Figure 4.12(b).
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(a) Imaging system total queue length
(b) Request waiting time
Figure 4.12: Comparison results of imaging service with different onboard storage ca­
pacity M.
4.3 Q ueue M od el
Based on the system description in section 4.1. we propose to model the tandem imaging 
service with a two-dimensional Markov chain queueing model incorporating blocking 
[15]. In this section we describe this model, formulate steady state solution, and derive 
performance measures with the model.
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4.3.1 M odel A nalysis
Since there are two queues in the imaging system: image capture queue and image 
download queue, we need two elements to describe the state of both queues. (?t, m) is 
used to denote the system state, with n  denoting queue length of the image capture 
queue, m  denoting queue length of the image download queue. The system state space 
is 5  =  {(n,??î)|0 < 72,0 < m < M}, where M  is the maximum number of images the 
onboard storage can hold.
We can analyse transitions between system states. State transitions are enabled 
by request arrivals, image capture operations and image download operations. The 
model is a Markov chain queueing model so that the possible transitions of a  system 
state depend on the current state only. Let q'(72i,?ni;722, 7722) denote the probability of 
transition from system state (721, 7721) to state (722, 7222),  where (721, 7721),  (722, 7722) 6 S. 
We can see that there are three types of transitions in the system:
• g(72,772; 72 + 1 , 772) is enabled by a new request arriving at the satellite;
•  g(72,772; 72 — 1, 772 +  1) is enabled by a successful image capture operation;
• g(72, 772; 72 , 772— 1) is enabled by a successful download operation of an image.
Because of the proportional relationship between the image capture service rate and the 
image capture queue length, as shown in Figure 4.9, we know that the image capture 
service rate at state (72, 772) is proportional to the image capture queue length 72. Let po 
denote the basic image capture service rate when the image capture queue length 72 — 1, 
and pd denote the mean service rate of image download service. The corresponding 
transition rates can be calculated as follows:
9 (72, 772; 72 +  1 , 772) =  A (0 < 72, 0 < 772 < M)
4 (72, 772; 72 — 1, 772 +  1) =  72 • flQ (0 < 72, 0 < 772 < M ) • (4.1)
q{n, 772; 72, m  — 1) = pd (0 < 72,0 < 772 < M)
Based upon the system transition probabilities, the system state transition diagram 
can be obtained as shown in Figure 4.13.
Let Pn,m denote the steady state probability of the system state (72, 772) G S. For 
a stable system, the sum of incoming probabilities must equal the sum of outgoing
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Figure 4.13: Transition diagram of steady states in the tandem service system, A is 
the mean request arrival rate, po is the basic image capture service rate, and pd is the 
mean image download rate.
probabilities for any system state. W ith the system transition rates, the global balance 
state-transition equations can be obtained as follows:
rn — 0 :
0 < 771 < M  :
777 =  M  :
77 =  0, A • po,o - Pd • Po,i
77 >  0, (A T  77 - /io) ■ Pn,0 ~  ' Pn—1,0 T l- d^ ' Pn,l
— Oi (A + Pd) ■ Po,m “  PO ■ P l,m —1 "b pd ' Po,m+l
77 > 0, {X + P d  + n- po) ■ Pn,m
— X ■ P n—l,m. ”b (n  "b 1) ' Po ' P n + l,m —1 "b Pd ' Pn,m+1
77 =  0, (A +  Pd) ■ P0,M  — Po • Pi,M-l
77 >  0, (A +  Pd) ■ Pn,M  =  A • P n -1 ,M  +  {u +  1) ■ po ■ p n + l , M ~ l
(4 .2)
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Beyond the state transition equations, we also have the normalisation equation:
^  Pn,m — 1 (4.3)
(n ,m )e5
since total probabilities over all states must be unity. Rom  the normalisation equation 
(4.3) and the state transition equations (4.2), the steady state probabilities can be found 
by solving these equations. Before exploring the solutions of these equations we note 
that this system can be reformulated as a Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD) process [16], 
for which there are many developed computational methods for obtaining the steady 
state solution. We describe the QBD formulation of this model in the next section.
4,3.2 Q BD D escription
The two-dimensional Markov chain model we have discussed belongs to the Quasi- 
Birth-and-Death (QBD) process, which is a useful model to describe the system. The 
QBD process was first introduced by Wallace in [89] and Evans in [28]. In general, a 
QBD process is a Markov chain on a state space S  =  {(?n, n)|0 < m  < M, 0 < ?%}, where 
the state space can be divided into levels and each level has M  -t-1 phases. In a QBD 
process, state transitions are only allowed within the same level or to the neighboring 
levels. The generator matrix of a QBD process can be written in the form of:
 ^ A q B q \
C l A i B i
C 2 A 2 B 2
\
where A%, B*, are all (M -f-1) x (M -f 1) matrices and defined as follows:
• An', purely phase transitions within a level - From state (m ,n) to state 
(l,n) (0 < ?n,l < M; m  ^  I; 71 = 0 , 1 , . . .);
• B„: one-step upward transitions from one level to the level 4-1 - From state
(?n, 7i) to state (Z, n  4-1) (0 < m, I < M; 77 =  0 ,1 ,...) ;
• C^: one-step downward transitions from one level to the level -1 - Rom
state (777, 77) to state (Z, 77 — 1) (0 < 777, Z < M; 77 =  0 ,1 ,...) .
Q =
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The generator matrix Q is similar to the generator matrix of a Birth-and-Death process. 
This is why this process is named as Quasi-Birth-and-Death process.
For the tandem service of the satellite imaging system we study here, it is a QBD 
process with an infinite number of levels and (M-1-1) phases at each level. The generator 
matrix is as follows:
Q =
Ao B 
Cl A i B
Cg A2 B
■■ /
A, = Pd B =
/
0 i-  Pa 
0
\
i • Pa
0 i
where a ij  =  -  ^  Q(z • (M + 1) + j, t), and Q(s, t) represents the element in Q
at row s (s > 0 ) and column t {t > 0).
Let X be the steady state probabilities associated with Q, x  =[xo, x i, -••] and 
X,; =  [y)n,o,Pn,i, -.. ,Pu,A/]> w h e r e i s  the steady state probability of the state (n, m). 
Now the global balance state-transition equations and the normalization equation can 
be formulated as:
1 " ^  =  °  (4.4)
xe =  1
where e =  (eM+i, e,\/+i, - • • e^ + i is a column vector of (M 4- 1 ) elements each of 
whicli is equal to 1. The next step is to solve the equations (4.4) and get the solution 
of X . [81] gives a survey on computational methods developed for obtaining the steady 
state solution of QBD processes and here we do not elaborate on these numerical 
methods. With the solution x, the steady state solution Pn,m for our two-dimensional 
Markov model is also obtained.
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4 .3 .3  P e r fo rm a n c e  M e a s u re s
As we have introduced in Chapter 2 , the average request waiting time is the key perfor­
mance measurement for evaluating imaging service from Earth observation satellites. 
The shorter the average waiting time, the better is the service performance of the sys­
tem. The average request waiting time is the average time a request stays in the system 
before it received the requested image, including queueing time and service time in both 
image capture and download queues.
In section 3.2.4 we have introduced Little’s Theorem, which relates the mean number 
of requests in the system with the average waiting time. Little’s Theorem holds for 
any queueing system as long as the system is stable, hence it can be used to derive the 
average waiting time in the satellite imaging service system.
From the mean queue length calculated using steady state probabilities, we can 
obtain the average waiting time based on Little’s Theorem. There are two approaches 
to calculate the average waiting time. In the first approach we calculate the waiting 
time in both image capture queue and image download queue respectively, and add 
up them to obtain the overall request waiting time in the system. Let W  denote the 
total average waiting time, Wi denote the average image capture waiting time, and Wd 
denote the average download waiting time, we have:
W = Wi+W^. (4.5)
For the image capture queue, the mean arrival rate is A. Using the steady state proba­
bilities, we can calculate the mean queue length for the image capture queue, denoted 
by Li, as follows:
oo /  M  \
^  1 f ^  Pn,m  I • (4-6)
n= 0  \  m =0 /
For the image download queue, we denote the mean arrival rate by A^ . Using the steady 
state probabilities, the mean queue length for download queue, denoted by Ld, can be 
calculated by:
A'/ /  oo .
I • (4-7)
m = 0  \  71=0
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Using Little’s Theorem (equation (3.1)), it is easy to get Wi and Wd".
T 1 ^  \
=  y  =  T ^ I ’ (4.8)
n=0 \  m=0 /
'W^ =  “  =  — ^  ^m -  y^Prt.m^ . (4.9)
Therefore we could get the formulation for the average total waiting time as:
.  oo /  M  \  - M  /  oo \
w  — Wi +  Wd — ^  ^  I n ■ ^  Pn,m I +  y  ^  [ rn ■ ^^Pn,m  ] • (410)
71 = 0  \  771=0 /  ^  777=0 \  7 7 = 0  /
We know that the arrival requests of the image download queue is actually the output 
of the image capture queue. In a stable system, the average service rate must equal to 
the average arrival rate. Therefore, \d  is equal with A so that equation (4.10) can be 
rewritten as
.. oo /  M  \   ^ M  /  oo \
=  —  ^ 2  I ^ ‘ ^ 2  ^  A ^  I (4.11)
7 1 = 0  \  777=0 /  777=0 \  7 7 = 0  /
. 0 0 /  M  \
=  5 1  I 4- m) ■ Pa,7771 • (4.12)
77 = 0  \ 777=0 /
Another way to calculate the total average waiting time is to consider the satellite 
imaging system as a single server queueing system rather than a tandem queueing
system. Let L denote the average number of requests in the queueing system, including
requests in both image capture and image download queue. We have
00  /  M  \
L —  ^   ^ I ^  ] {n +  77i). P a , 7771 • (4.13)
7 7 = 0  \  777=0 /
Using Little’s Theorem, we could get the average request waiting time W  by
  j   ^ 00 /  M  \
W =  -  =  ^  5 ^  ( 5 ^  (n +  m) ■ Pa,777 I . (4.14)
7 7 = 0  \T 7 7 = 0  /
This is identical to equation (4.12) derived from the first approach, demonstrating the 
equivalence of the two approaches.
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4 .4  R esu lts
4.4.1 Sim ulation R esults vs. M odel R esults
We have modelled the tandem service of the satellite imaging system with a two- 
dimensional Maikov chain model. In this section let us see the performance of this 
model by comparing model results with results from the satellite simulator. We have 
introduced the satellite simulator in section 4.2. The request input process and queueing 
discipline of the satellite imaging system have been introduced in the system descrip­
tion. Here we let requests input to the satellite simulator and monitor the queue length 
for both image capture and image download queues from the simulation. These queue 
length probabilities are then compared with the model results of queue length proba­
bilities calculated from the steady state probabilities Pn,my to show the performance of 
the queueing model.
In the first test we let requests arrive at mean rate of 1/0.35 per day, image download 
opportunities appear at mean rate of 5 per day, and onboard storage capacity M  =  5. 
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of results between simulation and model for both 
image capture and download queues. We can see from this figure that the model 
results match very well with the simulation results. The accuracy of average total 
queue length for this tandem model, defined as the ratio of model result to simulation 
result, is 98.4%, which is very high. Therefore our model is successful in this test.
In the second test we keep the request arrival rate the same as in the first test, 
increase the onboard storage capacity to M  =  6, but decrease the mean image download 
rate to 1/0.3 per day. Figure 4.15 shows the comparison of results for both image 
capture and image download queues. We can see that although the onboard storage 
capacity is enlarged, the system is heavily loaded because of the slow download rate. 
The probability to reach full utilisation of onboard storage is higher than the probability 
of zero utilisation. R om  the figure we can see that the model results do not match 
with the simulation results as well as in Figure 4.14, because the system is more heavily 
loaded and more dynamic when there is a slower download rate. However in terms of 
the average total system queue length, high accuracy is still maintained around 97.2%.
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Tliorefore our two-cliineiLsioiial Markov model is still a good model for representing the 
tandem service of the satellite imaging system.
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Figure 4.14; Comparison of results of queue length probabilities for a lightly loaded 
system, when mean arrival rate A =  1/0.35, onboard storage capacity M  =  5, and 
mean download rate p j  =  5.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison results of queue length probabilities for a heavily loaded 
system, when mean arrival rate A =  1/0.35, onboard storage capacity M  = 6, and 
mean download rate fid = 1/0.3.
4.4.2 Perform ance A nalysis
We have now demonstrated that the two-dimensional Markov chain model for the satel­
lite imaging service system, including both image capture and download operations, is
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an accurate representation of the system. We can use this model then to consider other 
characteristics of our system. For example from the queue length probabilities we can 
obtain the average queue length. Queue length probabilities of image download queue 
show the utilisation of onboard storage. Moreover, with the average queue length we 
can calculate the average request waiting time through Little’s Theorem, which is the 
key performance measure of the satellite imaging system. By varying the values of 
different system parameters, we can use the queueing model to investigate their effects 
on this waiting time. The most important system parameters in this system are request 
arrival rate, onboard storage capacity, and image download rate. Let us investigate the 
effects of these parameters on the average reqnest waiting time.
In the first experiment let us fix the request arrival rate at A =  1/0.35, and see how 
the onboard storage capacity and mean download rate affect the service performance. 
Figure 4.16 shows the effect of onboard storage capacity M  and image download rate, 
where onboard storage capacity varies from 3 to 7 images, and image download rate 
varies from 1/0.3 to 1/0.22 (images per day). We can observe from this figure that
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Figure 4.16: Effects of onboard storage capacity M  and image download rate on the
retjuest waiting time.
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as the image download rate increases, i.e. inter-download time decreases, the average 
request waiting time decreases remarkably. As the onboard storage capacity increases, 
the average request waiting time also decreases. But the effect of the onboard storage 
capacity is not as significant as the effect of the image download rate. We can also 
see that if the system is heavily loaded when there is low onboard storage capacity or 
low download rate, the effect of the storage capacity and the download rate is more 
noticeable. It is reasonable since when the system is heavily loaded, the occupation of 
the onboard storage will in average be high so that the increase in download rate or in 
storage capacity will have significant effect upon the system performance. From this 
experiment we know that in order to have a shorter request waiting time, it is more 
important to have a high image download rate than to have high capacity onboard 
storage.
In the second experiment we keep the download rate at 4 images per day, and 
investigate the effects of request arrival rate on the average waiting time. Figure 4.17 
shows the average request waiting time when the request arrival rate A varies from
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Figure 4.17: Effects of onboard storage capacity M  and request arrival rate on the
request waiting time.
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1/0.6 to 1/0.3 images per day, and onboard storage capacity M  varies from 3 to 7.
1 he effect of onboard storage capacity is similar to what have been discussed in the 
first experiment. For the the request arrival rate A, we can see that as A increases, 
the average request waiting time increases significantly. We can also see that if the 
system is heavily loaded when there is low onboard storage capacity or high arrival 
rate, the effects of the storage capacity and the arrival rate are more noticeable. Service 
providers would like to have as many customers as possible so that high arrival rate is 
favored, while customers would like to spend as less waiting time as possible. Therefore 
a tradeoff between the reqnest arrival rate and the average waiting time needs to be 
made, which can be achieved based on the performance analysis on our queueing model.
In order to investigate the appropriate system parameter values for a given average 
waiting time, we have applied our queueing model to another example in the third 
experiment. Figure 4.18 shows the maximum request arrival rate for achieving 2.5 
days of average waiting time, with the onboard storage capacity varying from 3 to 6, 
and the image download rate varying from 1/0.3 to 1/0.22 (images per day). We can
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Figure 4.18: With certain onboard storage capacity M  and image download rate, the
maximum request arrival rate to achieve 2.5 days of average request waiting time.
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see that as the image download rate increases, i.e. the inter-download time decreases, 
the maximum acceptable request arrival rate increases significantly. Therefore given 
a certain service performance level, we shall try to increase the download rate of the 
system in order to afford high request arrival rates.
In this section we have applied our two-dimensional Markov model to analyse the 
effects of the request arrivai rate, image download rate and the onboard storage ca­
pacity on the average request waiting time. Also we have investigated the appropriate 
system parameter values for achieving a certain level of service performance. These 
experiments have demonstrated the application of our queueing model in system per­
formance analysis to generate useful information for service performance optimisation.
4.4.3 Sensitiv ity  A nalysis
For the satellite imaging system considered in this chapter, as described in section 
4.1, we have demonstrated our two-dimensional Markov chain model is a good model 
representative of the system. There are two important assumptions in modelling the 
satellite imaging system with our queueing model, as follows:
• Proportionally load-dependent image capture service: As shown in Fig­
ure 4.9 in section 4.2, we find from the simulation that there is a linear 
relationship between the image capture service rate and the image capture 
queue length. We get the linear ratio and denote it as the basic image 
capture service rate po. In our queueing model, we assume that the image 
capture service rate is proportional to image capture queue length so that 
when there are n  requests in the image capture queue, the image capture 
service rate is n- [iq .
• Poisson image download process: In order to simplify the queueing mod­
elling, in our satellite imaging system we assume the inter-times between 
image download opportunities are independently and exponentially dis­
tributed. That is, the image download service has a Poisson pattern.
For the assumption of the proportional load-dependent image capture service, we 
obtain the value of the basic image capture service rate po by analysing the simulation
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result where target locations are uniformly distributed over the target belt between 
latitudes [—55°, 55°]. However, when the target location distribution changes, the linear 
relationship might not be true anymore, or it might be true but the value of the basic 
image capture service rate pQ might change.
For the image download service in an actual satellite imaging system, images are 
downloaded to a ground station, and image download opportunities occur only when 
the satellite visits the ground station. The inter-times between image download oppor­
tunities might not be exponentially distributed so that the assumption about Poisson 
image download process might not be true.
In the following we discuss about these two assumptions respectively and investigate 
how the accuracy of our queueing model is sensitive to these two assumptions.
4.4.3.1 Proportionally Load-dependent Image Capture Service
In this section we first investigate the assumption of proportionally load-dependent 
image capture service rate. Let us use the satellite simulator to study the image capture 
service only, and simulate with various request arrival rates and different target location 
distributions. Three different target location distributions are investigated:
1. targets are uniformly distributed on the equator only;
2. targets are uniformly distributed on the latitude line at 55°;
3. targets are uniformly distributed between latitudes [—55°, 55°].
Figure 4.19 shows the relationship between the mean image capture service rate and 
the mean queue length for these three different target location distributions. We can 
see that the image capture service rate is always linearly proportional to the queue 
length, but the ratio, i.e. the basic image capture service rate pq, varies with different 
target location distributions.
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Figure 4.19: Different ratio between mean image capture service rate and mean image 
capture queue length for different target location distributions.
In the test we did in section 4.4.1 for justifying our queueing model with the results 
shown in Figure 4.14, the target locations are uniformly distributed between latitudes 
[—55°, 55°], as the third target location distribution mentioned above. In Figure 4.14 
we can see that by using the correct basic image capture service rate /iq. the model 
results matches very well with the simulation results. Now let us see how the model 
accuracy will be affected if we revise the basic image capture service rate //q used in 
the queueing model.
Let us use the ratio value of the image capture service rate to queue length for the 
first target location distribution, as shown in Figure 4.19. We input this ratio value 
as the basic image capture service rate /.iq in our queueing model for the same test as 
shown in Figure 4.14. The new result of queue length probabilities with the revised /zq 
is shown in Figure 4.20.
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P igtire 4.20: Sensitivity analysis for the basic image capture service rate po, the revised 
/i() is tiie ratio between image capture service rate and queue length for targets uniformly 
distributed between latitudes [—55°, 55°], the revised po is the ratio for targets on 
equator.
We can observe from the figure that with wrong po, the queue length probabilities of 
image download queue are not affected and still match well with the simulation results. 
However, the queue length probabilities for the image capture queue are biased from 
the simulation results because of the biased basic image capture service rate po. With
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the revised fio, the accuracy of the model is decreased from 98.4% to 76.1%. Therefore 
from this sensitivity analysis we can see that the accuracy of our model is sensitive 
to the value of basic image capture service rate po- In order to accurately model the 
satellite imaging service system, it is important to find out an accurate relationship 
between the target location distribution and the ratio of image capture service rate to 
image capture queue length.
4.4.3.2 Poisson Image Download Process
In our two-dimensional Markov chain queueing model we assume the inter-times be­
tween image download opportunities are independently and exponentially distributed 
in order to simplify the modelling. However, the assumption is not true. Let us use 
ImPredict to calculate image download opportunities with a given ground station loca­
tion. For example, if a ground station is located at Beijing (latitude =  39.54°, longitude 
=  116.28°), the inter-download-times are actually discretely and generally distributed 
with multiple peaks, as shown in Figure 4.21. Mean service time is 0.334 day.
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Figure 4.21: Probability distribution of inter-times between image download opportu­
nities for a ground station at Beijing.
Now let us see the effects of this assumption on the model accuracy. In the satellite 
simulator, instead of generating exponentially distributed image download service, we 
use ImPredict to generate image download opportunities for the ground station at
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Beijing. The request arrival rate is 2 requests per day and onboard storage capacity is 5 
images at most. We compare the queue length probabilities from simulation results with 
model results in Figure 4.22. where in the model we let the mean download rate as pa = 
1/0.334. As the figure shows, the model results do not match with the simulation results 
very well. Also the accuracy of mean total queue length is only achieved as 84.7%,
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Figure 4.22: In the simulation we use actual image download opportunities to a ground 
station in Beijing, in the model we assume image download service has a Poisson pattern 
with the same mean image download rate.
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which is not satisfactory. Therefore we need further research on the image download 
service mechanism in order to accurately model the image download service.
4.5  Sum m ary
In this chapter we analyse a satellite imaging service system with tandem image cap­
ture and image download service, and with limited onboard storage between these two 
service queues. A continuous-time two-dimensional Markov model is proposed and we 
have demonstrated that this model successfully represents the described tandem service 
system. Using our model, we investigate the most important system performance mea­
sure: the average request waiting time, and analyse the effects of system parameters 
including the request arrival rate, onboaid storage capacity and image download rate. 
We find that in order to have shorter average waiting time, it is important to have 
higher image download rate or lower request arrival rate. We also demonstrate how to 
choose appropriate system parameters to achieve a certain level of service performance. 
The results can be used for system optimisation in system design stage. In the end 
from the sensitivity analysis we know that the accuracy of our model is sensitive to the 
value of the basic image capture service rate po and the assumption of Poisson image 
download service. In order to accurately model the satellite imaging service system, it 
is important to find out an accurate relationship between the target location distribu­
tion and the ratio of image capture service rate to image capture queue length, as well 
as an accurate model for the image download service.
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C hapter 5
Image Capture System: Clocking  
M odel
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
In Chapter 4, we have proposed a model for the satellite tandem imaging service system. 
This comprises of a two-dimensional continuous-time Markov model, which we have 
used to analyse the service performance of the system. Prom our sensitivity analysis 
we can see this model is based upon a proportional relationship between image capture 
service rate and image capture queue length, which is observed in the satellite simulator 
results.. When the distribution of target locations changes, however, the constant of 
proportionality changes as well, which affects the accuracy of the model.
To have an accurate queueing model for the satellite imaging system, it is important 
to find out an accurate relationship between the target location distribution and the 
ratio of image capture service rate to queue length. Of course we can just simulate 
many scenarios with our satellite simulator and develop an more accurate estimation by 
observing and analysing simulation results statistically. However, simulations have to 
be run a huge number of times to get a proper statistical result, and the result only holds 
for that particular satellite in a specified satellite orbit. When we want to analyse the 
imaging service performance of another satellite in a different orbit and configuration,
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we need to build another set of simulations to find the relationship of image capture 
service rate with queue length. Obviously this is not a good solution. Moreover, the 
aim of this work is to come up with a queueing model which can represent a satellite 
imaging service system and can be used to theoretically analyse the imaging service 
performance of Earth observation satellites. The main advantage of queuing theory is 
that it obtains service time distribution of a server based upon its configuration and 
operation mechanism, and incorporate into a queueing model. Therefore when there is 
a change in the system we require, the corresponding change of system performance is 
obtainable from our queueing model, without the need to run new simulations.
In this chapter we shall explore in more detail the image capture service process 
and analyse the image capture service rate from the geometric service mechanism. We 
propose a new queueing model for the pure image capture service system with Earth 
observation satellites based upon the geometric model for image capture.
5.2 Im age C ap ture Service
5.2.1 Satellite Orbiting Process and Im age C apture O pportunity
We start by considering the orbit of the UK-DMC satellite as shown in Figure 5.1. 
For a target of interest, let us call the circle of constant latitude that runs through 
the target location as Target Latitude Line (TLL). As a consequence of the two-body 
motion, we know that a satellite will revisit exactly the same point in inertial space 
after each orbital period Tobt (assuming no air drag, third body effects, or any other 
orbit perturbations). If the satellite first crosses over a given TLL at the ascending 
passage at time £o, the satellite will make the subsequent passes over this TLL at times 
{tQ + N  ■ Tobt), where iV =  1,2,3, —
If the location of a target on the Earth is where vt  and (J)t  are the
geodetic longitude and latitude respectively, the TLL will be the circle of latitude (f>T- 
The intersection of the satellite’s instantaneous position vector with the Earth’s surface 
is called the sub-satellite point. Because of the Earth’s rotation, the sub-satellite point 
shifts around the TLL each orbital period, and the shift angle is constant for each orbit.
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Figure 5.1: Satellite orbiting and crossings at Target Latitude Line (TLL).
If at time t o ,  the satellite passes over the TLL and the sub-satellite point is at { v s ,  4> t ) ,  
then at time {to + Tobt) the sub-satellite point is {vs +  Av,(f>T), where A v  is:
A v = u j^ 2 n /n  (5.1)
is the Earth’s rotation rate S60°/24hr, and n is the mean motion of the satellite:
(5.2)n = CM
Here G is the gravitational constant in kg M  is the mass of the Earth in kg
and a is the semi-major axis of the satellite in meters.
Consider now the opportunities for image capture. As a satellite moves around its 
orbit, the trace of the sub-satellite point draws a line on the Earth’s surface, which 
is the ground track/trace of the satellite. Figure 5.2 shows an example of UK-DMC 
ground track and a target located on the equator at (u^, 0). from frame fixed on the 
Earth. With the Sun-synchronous orbit of the UK-DMC satellite, the sub-satellite 
point is on sunlight face of the Earth during ascending passages, i.e. when the sub- 
satellite point is moving from low latitude to high latitude. In the figure the solid 
line, in blue, shows the ascending ground track of the satellite, when the satellite has 
lighting from the Sun and is able to capture images. The dashed line, in orange, 
shows the descending ground track of the satellite, when the satellite is in dark and 
unable to capture images. We ignore the descending passages over the TLL because
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One orbital period
Figure 5.2: Satellite ground track with solid line for ascending passes and dashed line for 
descending passes, and ascending crossings at the equator with their longitude marked 
out.
there is no sunlight for image capture operations. As shown in the figure, the satellite 
ascending passages over the TLL are marked, the sub-satellite points of which are 
(r.s'.O), {I's — Ai'.O) and {vs — 2An,0). As the satellite moves in its orbit, if the 
satellite ascending crossings at this TLL is close enough to the target location {v t ,0) 
so that the target is in the imaging swath of the satellite, we say there is an image 
capture opportunity.
To compute an image capture opportunity for a specific target location, the satellite 
will examine whether the target is in its imaging swath each time it crosses the TLL 
at the ascending passage. If the target is visible, then the requested image can be 
capturtnl during this passage.
5.2.2 The Probability of an Im age C apture O pportunity
In this s(H'tion we consider the image capture probability for a target with latitude 
of d) and unknown longitude. At each satellite ascending TLL passage, there is a
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probability for the target to be within the field of view of the satellite’s camera, i.e. 
there is a probability of having an image capture opportunity for the target. We denote 
this image capture probability by Pimg((p)-
We assume the satellite has a push broom sensor, which is used to sweep across the 
Earth by many Earth observation satellites, such as the UK-DMC. The sensor sweeps 
in a direction along the satellite’s velocity vector, and provides an along-track scan 
with a swath of a certain width. Figure 5.3 shows the geometric model of a satellite 
ascending passage. LR  is the satellite imaging swath with its right end intersecting 
with the target latitude line ô  a t point R. The sub-satellite point is G. If the Earth is 
static, then the sub-satellite point G will move along the orbit ground track. After some
time At, the satellite imaging swath will move to L t R"^ with the left end intersecting 
with the TLL at point L t, and the sub-satellite point at G". If we include the effects 
of the E arth’s rotation, then the swath Is not only moving along the satellite’s velocity 
direction, but also shifting in latitude. As shown in Figure 5.3 in the Earth fixed
frame, the sub-satellite point G will actually move to G' rather than G”, while U R ' is 
the actual imaging swath with its left end intersecting with the target TLL at point
TLL 0
N \
Figure 5.3: Geometric model of satellite imaging swath at ascending passage, T is the 
target at TLL 4>, L R  is the imaging swath intersecting with TLL at R, without the
Earth’s rotation L R  moves to L^R ", with the Earth’s rotation it moves to U R ', dashed 
line is the trajectory across the Earth of the sub-satellite point.
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L'. If the target T  is in the middle of U R , where U R  refers to the arc from U  to R  
on the TLL (j), then the target is visible to the satellite at this passage and there is an 
image capture opportunity for T  at this orbital period. We call U R  the view window. 
The image capture probability Pimg{4>) is equivalent with the probability for target T  
to be within the view window. Therefore the image capture probability for target T  
can be calculated by:
Piingi^) — \UR\ ____________   \ULt \ +  \Lt R\Circumference o f  latitude line at <j) 2tt ■ R^- cos 0
where R^ is the equatorial radius of the Earth.
(5.3)
Since the time duration A t for image integration is very short, e.g. around 1 minute 
for UK-DMC, the angle of arc L t U  is actually very small, about 5 x 10“  ^ radian only. 
We can therefore assume that A t  is negligible so that U  coincides with Lt - We then 
use the geometric model in Figure 5.4 for calculating the image capture probability for 
a target at latitude line <p.
Figure 5.4: Geometric model of satellite image capture probability, target T  is at TLL 
0, LR. is the view window intersecting with TLL 0 at Lt  and R t , Re is the Earth’s 
equatorial radius.
In Figure 5.4, L R  is the satellite view window, which intersects with the target TLL 
at points Lt  and Rt - Based on this geometric model, the equation (5.3) for the image
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capture probability Pimg{4>) eau be rewritten as;
\L t R t \Pimg{(p) — 2 tT • R e  ’ COS 4>
where Lt R t  refers to the arc from L t  to R t  on the TLL (j).
(5.4)
Now let us see how to calculate the length of arc Lt R t - Li Figure 5.4, Vs is the 
satellite velocity vector, N  is the local North vector at the target TLL 0, and o; is the 
angle between Vs and N . Based on the spherical geometry, we know that the angle 
between Lt Rt  and L R  is also a. By regarding A L t L T  and A R t R T  as plane triangles 
approximately, we have
\L t R t \ COSO' (5.5)
In order to calculate the arc length of view window LR, we show a geometric model 
of satellite imaging swath in Figure 5.5, where h is the average vertical height of a 
satellite to the Earth and P is the satellite camera’s Field-of-View angle. Based on the 
geometric model we can calculate the length of the satellite view window |Liîj as:
|Li7l =  2h • tan (5.6)
In order to calculate the angle o between the satellite velocity vector Vs and the local 
north vector N  on the target latitude line 0, we show a geometric model in Figure 5.6, 
where i is the orbital inclination angle, and 'y — Tn — i. Based on the spherical geometry.
Sat
Earth
Orbital
trace
Figure 5.5: Geometric model of satellite 
imaging swath LR, h is satellite altitude, 
P is camera’s Field-of-View angle.
Figure 5.6: Geometric model for calculat­
ing angle a- between satellite velocity vector 
and local North vector for a point A  with 
latitude 0.
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A  A B C  is a spherical triangle, and hence:
cos 7 coszsm a = cos 0 cos 0
Substituting equations (5.5) - (5.7) into equation (5.4) gives:
(5.7)
h tan ^ h ta n ^
7TRe COS 0 cos a  TïRe \/COS  ^0 — COS^  I (5.8)
We can simulate the probability of having an image capture opportunity using 
ImPredict. We compute the chance for each orbital period for different target locations, 
and compare them with the results calculated from equation (5.8), using UK-DMC 
as our test case. Figure 5.7(a) shows the comparison of results. We see that the 
theoretical results fit very well with the real simulation results. The accuracy is shown 
as in Figure 5.7(b), which shows that Pimgi^) is predicted to over 99% accuracy for all 
latitudes. This also demonstrates there is no bias with latitude.
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(a) Comparison of results of Pimg{4>) between theoretical equation and simulation
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Figure 5.7: Image capture probability Pimg{4>) for a target at TLL 0.
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5.2.3 The Probability of Inter-capture-orbits betw een Im age Capture 
O pportunities
We now consider the probability distribution of the inter-capture-times between two 
successive image capture opportunities, where the inter-capture-time is described by 
the number of orbital periods between opportunities here. In this thesis the probabil­
ity of the number of inter-capture orbital periods is termed as the inter-capture-orbit 
probability or the probability of inter-capture-orbits.
At first let us see an example. W ith the UK-DMC satellite, we use ImPredict to find 
the times of image capture opportunities for the target of Beijing (latitude =  39.54° and 
longitude =  116.28°) and subtract adjacent times to find the number of orbital periods 
between successive image capture opportunities. Figure 5.8 shows this probability 
distribution. We can see that the number of inter-capture-orbits between satellite
73
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Figure 5.8: The probabilities of inter-capture-orbits between image capture opportuni­
ties to Beijing.
image capture opportunities to Beijing can only be one of three possible numbers: 29, 
44 or 73 (orbital periods). This is easy to understand since for LEO satellites the 
satellite orbital period is much shorter than the Earth’s rotation period. It takes a 
number of orbital periods for the sub-satellite point to return close to the target again, 
during which time it is impossible to have image capture opportunities. For example, 
the UK-DMC’s orbital period is about 99 minutes, so that it takes 14 or 15 orbits 
(24 X 60/99) for the satellite to come close to Beijing again after the last visit time.
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Also each time when the sub-satellite point is close to the target again, there is not 
necessarily an image capture opportunity because the satellite’s view window is very 
small and the target might not be in it. Let Pint{k, (j>) denote the probability of having 
k orbital periods between two successive image capture opportunities for a target at 
TLL (p. The following equation relates the inter-capture-orbit probabilities Pintik,(f>) 
with the image captme probability Pimg{(p) for a target at TLL (p:
1Pimg{^) — (5.9)■ Pintik,(p)
k
Let us see how to calculate the inter-capture-orbit probabilities.
As we know, a satellite will revisit exactly the same point in inertial space after 
each orbital period. Because of the Earth’s rotation, the sub-satellite point shifts a 
constant angle each orbit. We denote the central angle of the satellite view window at 
TLL (j) as 0{<p):
5{(p) =  27rPimg{<f>)- (5.10)
Each orbit the view window shifts Au, which is defined in equation (5.1). As shown 
in Figure 5.9, for a given TTL <p, at the first satellite passage, the view window is 
LiR \ \ at the second passage, the view window is L2 R 2 - The objective part needs to be 
revisited is L \R \. At the passage, the view window is LnRn, which overlaps with
TLL
L1 Rn
R2
Figure 5.9: Satellite crossings at TLL in sequence, ô is the central angle of the satellite 
view window. Au is the shift angle of the satellite view window each orbit, L iR i  is 
the first satellite view window, L2R 2 is the second view window, L^Rn  is the view 
window which overlaps with L iR i.
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L iR i  for the first time since the previous image capture opportunity. The overlapped 
part is LiRn, which means L\R n  out of L iR \  will be re-visited after n  orbital periods. 
Therefore we shall have
overlapped partPintiP' 1» 0) — vieiu window (5.11)\ L i R i \
The new objective part needs to be revisited is RnRi then. When the view window over­
laps with the objective part again after several orbital periods, another inter-capture- 
orbit probability can be calculated. By doing this repeatedly, all the inter-capture-orbit 
probabilities can all be calculated. The algorithm is as shown in Figure 5.10.
II Objective part, i.e, initial view window
II current view window
II k jh  orbital period
Yes
End
II view window shifts
II get overlapped part
// calculate Hie Inter-capture-orbit probability
// update the objective part
)bj =  NULL  
Tno
= 0
Cur = ObJ
Lap = ObJ HCwr
C u r  —> C u r  h- A ej
ObJ “  ObJ -  Lap
L a p
Figure 5,10: Algorithm for calculating inter-capture-orbit probabilities Pint{k,4')'
Figure 5.11 shows the theoretical results of Pint{k,<P) for each TLL calculated 
through the algorithm, which are compared with simulation results. The simulation 
results are shown in colorful curves. As we can see, when the satellite visits some target 
location, it is only possible to visit the target again after 15, 29, 44, 73 or 117 orbital 
periods. No image capture opportunities are possible at other TLL crossings. In the
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figure, the solid black lines show the corresponding theoretical results for these inter- 
capture-orbit probabilities, which are found to fit very well with simulation results. 
The average accuracy of 0) for all numbers of k is as high as 97.0%. The results
further justifies our geometric model.
Q.I 0 .
•c
Ê 0 2
i  0.1
k=15
k=29
k=44
k=73
K=117
Algorithm resu lts
Latitude 0
Figure 5.11: Comparison of results of P^nt{k,d)) between theoretical algorithm and 
simulation, simulation results showed in colorful curves, solid black lines shows the 
corresj)onding theoretical results.
5.3 Q ueueing M odel for Im age C apture Service S ystem
Based on the above analysis of the image capture operation, we model the image capture 
service system with queueing theory in this section. To start from the simplest, let us 
first assume all the image requests are targeting at the equator.
5.3.1 Targets Uniform ly D istributed Over the Equator
5.3.1.1 System Description
The image capture service system is similar as the image capture service stage in the 
tandem service system as detailed in chapter 4, except that after completing service
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requests will leave the system rather than entering the limited onboard storage. For 
the input process of the system studied in this section, there are two assumptions:
• The target locations aie uniformly distributed along longitude, but fixed 
on the equator, such that all requests are on the same latitude line with 
the same image capture probability and probability distribution of inter- 
capture-orbits;
• Each orbit, there is at most one request arriving at the satellite directly, 
with certain probability, denoted as Parr- That is, the arrival of a new 
request each orbital period is assumed as a Bernoulli trial. There are two 
outcomes of the trial: a new request arrived (with probability of Paw) y or 
no new request arrived (with probability of 1 — Paw)- We can have the 
mean request airival rate as:
A =  ^  (5,12)
where Tqu is the time duration of an orbital period.
For the system service mechanism, the service time of a request is still defined as 
the time interval between its arrival time and its capture time if there are no other 
capture operations during that time interval, or the time interval between the previous 
operation time and its captme operation time. The queueing discipline is still the 
First-Opportunity-First-Serve for efficient and optimised service performance. Now let 
us investigate an appropriate queueing model for the described image capture service 
system.
5.3.1.2 Model and Model Analysis
A. System States Defined at Clocking Points
In this section we shall define the system state over a discrete timeline and model 
the system with a discrete-time queueing model based upon the periodic property of 
satellite orbits. We define a clocking point as a time point when the satellite passes 
the most southerly point of its orbit. We check the number of requests in the image 
capture queue at each clocking point to get the system state each orbital period. As
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the orbital periods for LEO satellites are normally relatively short, e.g. UK-DMC’s 
orbital period is around 99 minutes, we make the assumption that changes of system 
(pieue length within an orbital period are only registered at the clocking point within 
the period. That is, there is no change to the queue in a period until the clocking point 
is reached. We test our assumption based on our satellite simulator, with the image 
capture system as described in the last section. Let requests arrive at the satellite at 
arrival rate of Parr = 0.2. Figure 5.12 shows the system queue length over 10-50 days. 
The dashed line records the real-time system queue length, while the solid line records 
the system queue length at the clocking points. We can see from the figure that the 
(pieue length line at clocking points matches with the real-time system queue length 
line very well. Also in this example, the mean queue length at clocking points is 99.3% 
of the mean real-time queue length, which is very high accuracy. Therefore the system 
states at these clocking points are representative of the real-time system states.
9 +-
Real time queue length 
queue length at clocking points8
7
f> 6
It 43
2 u u1
o10 1 5 4 0 4 5 5 020 2 5 3 0 3 5
Time (day)
Figure 5.12; Real-time image capture queue length vs. queue length at clocking points.
B. Modelling with a Multi-server Queueing System
In general, when we model the service mechanism of some server, we are interested in 
both the mean service rate and the distribution of inter-service time. From the analysis 
in the above sections, we have derived a way to calculate the probability distribution 
of inter-capture-orbits between two successive image capture opportunities. As shown
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in Figure 5.8, we find that the number of inter-capture-orbits is discretely distributed 
with multiple peaks. Let Sint denote the set of possible numbers of orbital periods 
between successive image capture opportunities, i.e. the possible numbers of inter- 
capture-orbits. If a request arrives at the system at orbital period, the previous 
image capture opportunity is in the orbital period (n < ?’), and the next image 
capture opportunity is in the orbital period (?' < m ) , we can know that the request 
needs to wait for {m — r) orbital periods for image capture, and we have the number 
of inter-capture-orbits k = m  ~  n € Sint- Based on the image capture process, we 
can model the image capture service as a multi-server queueing model as shown in 
Figure 5.13.
serv ic e  s ta g e s
•  •  •
1 2 • • •
1 2 -  - - k2
1 2 . . . K
Figure 5.13; A queueing model with s sub-servers, sub-server i has ki service stages, 
new requests arrive with probability of Pam  assigned to sub-server i with probability 
of Pint{ki,0).
The model is described as follows;
• There are s =  sizeof{Sint) sub-servers in the image capture system, and 
each sub-server has ki {i € [1, a], ki G Sint) service stages respectively;
• As stated in the system description section, we assume requests arrive at 
every clocking point with probability Pam
• For each request arrived, according to the number of orbital periods be­
tween its previous image capture opportunity and the next image capture 
opportunity, denoted by ki (i G [l,s], k{ G Sint)^ the request is assigned to 
sub-server 1, or 2, . . . ,  or s with probability Pintih^O)]
• For each sub-server, the probability of the request arriving at each ser­
vice stage is equal (since the longitude of target locations is uniformly
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distributed);
For sub-server z ( i  G [l,s]) with k i  {k i  G S in t)  service stages, every orbital 
period requests in stage n (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  ki — 1) will be moved to stage n + 1;
For sub-server 'i (z G [1, s]), if a request is in stage ki (ki G Sint), the request 
will complete image capture service and leave the system after one more 
orbital period. Therefore we name stage ki as the leaving stage for sub­
server z. (An example of the service process on a sub-server is as shown in 
Figure 5.14.)
service s ta g e s
»Orbit n i 2 # 6
Orbit n+1 1 I • ki
k. serv ice 
com pleted
R eq u es t
Figure 5.14: Transitions between ki service stages of a sub-server, requests at stage x 
{x ^  kj) at orbit n  shift to x + I at the next orbit, while requests at stage ki leave the 
server.
Based on this multi-server model, let us see how to define the system states. For 
a given sub-server with k service stages, let Ui denote the number of requests in stage 
z. Naturally we can use (zzi,rz2 , . . .  ,Uk) to describe the system state of this sub-server. 
Considering the transitions between service stages, we can see that:
• State {ni,U2 , . . .  ,Uk) will transit to (0 ,ni,n2, ■ ■ ■ ,?i/c-i) with probability 
1 — ParrPini{k,0), i.e. there is no new request arrival at this sub-server;
• State (zi], 7 1 2 , ,  nk) will transit to state (1, n i , . . . ,  n^ -i) with probability 
^ParrPint{k, 0), or to State (0,7ii, . . . ,  71,. -|-1,. ■., Uk-i) (r =  1 ,... ,k-l) with 
probability ^ParrPint{k,0), i.e. there is a new request arrival and it might 
be at any stage initially;
This is the system state definition and transition analysis for one sub-server in the 
multi-server image capture queueing system, wliich is also applicable for other sub­
servers. Considering all service stages of the multi-server queueing system, for any
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request it will be in one stage out of stages. We can record the number
of requests at each stage and use these numbers to describe the system state. W ith 
the known service stage transition probabilities, the system state transitions can be 
derived.
However, by defining the system states as described above, the state space becomes 
very large. Supposing the number of requests in each stage is not larger than jV, the 
size of the system state space will be {Y2kieSini Altliough the transitions between
states are simple and clear, the system state space is unnecessarily huge and solving 
out {YlkieSint ^ 0 ^  steady state probabilities is very computationally heavy. Moreover, 
what we care about is how many requests are currently in the system, which is the 
performance measure denoting the system traffic load. We do not need to know the 
details about how many requests at each service stage of each sub-server. Therefore 
we want to define system states based only on the queue length of the image capture 
queue at the clocking points.
C. Modelling with a Single-server Queueing System
Let us define the system states by the number of requests waiting in the image capture 
system at the clocking points, denoted by n. The state space can then be greatly 
reduced to S  = {n \ n = 0 ,1 ^2 ,..., oo}. The system state transition diagram can be 
obtained as shown in Figure 5.15. It is a discrete-time Markov chain.
Figure 5.15: Tiansitions between system states, represented by arrow.
Now we want to derive the transition probabilities between system states in this 
model. The transitions between system states are enabled by new request arrivals or 
requests leaving after image capture. In the multi-server model, a request at the leaving 
stage of any sub-server will have an image captured within the next clocking interval. 
Transitions between other service stages do not change the number of requests in the
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system. Therefore in order to derive transition rates between system states in the 
single-server model, what we need to know is the probability for waiting requests to be 
at the leaving stage of any sub-server in the multi-server model.
First we focus upon a single sub-server with k service stages, and calculate the 
probability for a request to be at the leaving stage at any clocking point. If a request 
arrives at orbital period 1 with probability of Pint{k,0), Figure 5.16 shows the proba-
Service s ta g es
□ □ k-1 k @
Orbit 1: ?n,(k.O)/k P,/k.O)/k • • • P,^(k.O)/k P^,(k,0)/k 0
Orbit 2; 0 f?p.(k,0)/k .  . f?p,(k.O)/k ff,(k.O)/k
Orbit 3: 0 0 • • • l^t(KO)/k f?,(k.O)/k 2lf^,{k.0)/k
Orbit k: P,(k,0)/k (k-1)PXk.0)/k
Figure 5.16: The probabilities of being at different service stage for a request in a 
sub-server with k service stages, the request arriving at the 1st orbital period with 
probability Pint{k,0).
bilities of the request at each service stage in k orbital periods. We can calculate that 
at any clocking point for any request at the sub-server, the probability of it to be at the 
leaving stage, i.e. the probability for a request to leave the sub-server at any clocking 
point, denoted as Pout(k), as:
Poutif:)
Pintjf^i Q)P{request at leaving stage) _  k _  Pint{k^O)
P[request at s v b -s e r v e r }  “ (1 -i k) (1 -f k)
(5.13)
Now considering the multi-server model with all s = sizeo f {Sint) sub-servers, the 
probability for a request to be at the leaving stage of any sub-server at any clocking
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point is:
'y  ^ Pint{k,0)
_  P{request at leaving stage} _  k^Si„t 
P o u t — P{request in  the system ] k p) i +  ^  kPint(k,0)'
f f  ^ ^ fcëSintk£Sinl *=1 (5.14)
Incorporating equation (5.9) into (5.14), we have:
" ' PimgiO)
The probability for a request to be at the leaving stage at any clocking point in the 
multi-server model, i.e. Pout  ^ is equivalent to the probability for a request to leave the 
system. Then for n  independent requests in the single-server system, the probability 
of having r  requests leaving the system at any clocking point, denoted by Pout(^), can 
be derived as:
Poutif,) = (" )  -  Pout]"-’- =  (0 < »■ < »)■
 ^ (5.16)
Because the single-server queueing model is a Markov chain model, the future state 
depends upon the current system state only. Let q{ni\n 2 ) denote the probability of 
transition from system state n\ to state n 2 , where 721,712 E S. For a system at state n 
at a clocking point, i.e. n  requests in the system, the transition to other system states 
can be enabled by a new request arrival or request leaves. The possible transitions 
between system states are as follows:
• q{n\0): when there are n requests at leaving stage and there is no new 
request arrival;
• q{n;n — i) {0 < i < n): when there are i requests at leaving stage with no 
new request arrival, or when there are z -+■ 1 requests at leaving stage with 
a new request arrival;
• q{ii] 72 +  1): when there is a new request arrival with no requests at leaving 
stage.
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Therefore we can calculate the transition probabilities between system states as follows: 
r  =  0, (1 -  P„r) ■ P o u t i ^ )
<l(n\ r) 0 < f < n ,  ( l - P g r r ) - P s a t { . ^ )  +  ParvPoul{'‘‘= ^ ) (5.17)
r  =  72 + 1, Parr ' Pout{^) 
r > n + l ,  0
where Pout(^) is the probability of having r  requests at the leaving stage out of n 
requests in the system, and can be calculated from equation (5.16). W ith the transition 
probabilities between the system states, we are able to derive the system steady state 
probabilities.
Let P(n) denote the steady state probability of the state n Ç: S. For a state in 
a steady system, the sum of incoming probabilities must equal the sum of outgoing 
probabilities. Therefore with the transition probabilities from equation (5.17), the 
global balance state-transition equations can be obtained as follows:
n = 0, F(0) ■ g(0; 1) =  ^  P (r) ■ q{r\0)
r = l
A i —1 \  oo , .
71 > 0, P(t2) • I ^(j^(72;r) +  g(72;n +  1) j =  ^  P{r) • q{r\n) '  ^ '
\r = 0  /  r ~ n + l
+P{n -  1) • q{n -  l\n )
Beyond the state-transition equations, we also have the normalisation equation:
^ P (7 2 )  =  l (5.19)
n,—0
since total probability over all states must be unity. By solving the equations (5.18) 
and (5.19) we can find the steady state probabilities P{n). W ith the steady state 
probabilities, we can calculate the system mean queue length L as:
L = ^ n - P { n ) .  (5.20)
71=0
In this section, we model the image capture service system with a single-server
queueing model. The system states are defined upon the image capture queue length
at the clocking points. By analysing the probability for a request to be at the leaving 
stage, we are able to derive the transition probabilities between the system states as
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shown in equation (5.17). Then with the global balance state-transition equations
(5.18) and the normalisation equation (5.19), we are able to calculate the steady state 
probabilities in this image capture queueing model.
5.3.1.3 Results
We have modelled the image capture service with a discrete-time Markov chain. Be­
cause we use discrete-time system states at the clocking points, we also call the model 
a clocking queueing model. Now let us see the performance of this clocking model by 
comparing model results with results from the satellite simulator in terms of the queue 
length probabilities.
We have introduced the satellite simulator in section 4.2, Here we use the satellite 
simulator to study the pure image capture service system, with requested targets uni­
formly distributed on the equator. The request input process and queueing discipline 
have been introduced in the system description. From simulations with the satellite 
simulator, we can get queue length probabilities at clocking points, which are compared 
with the model results of P{n) by solving the equations (5.18) and (5.19).
We test our clocking model with two different request arrival rates: Parr =  0.3 and 
Parr =  0.9. The queue length probabilities from both the simulation and the model are 
shown in Figure 5.17 and 5.18, for the two tests respectively. In both figures we can see 
good agreement between simulation and model results. The agreement in Figure 5.18 is 
not as good as in Figure 5.17, which is because the system is more dynamic and unstable 
when heavier loading is applied, such as when the arrival rate is higher. However for 
the system mean queue length calculated from the queue length probabilities through 
equation (5.20), the clocking model still has achieved high accuracy, around 98.8% 
and 98.7% in these two tests respectively. Therefore our clocking model for targets 
uniformly distributed over the equator is justified.
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Figure 5.17: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr = 0.3, with targets 
uniformly distributed over the equator.
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Figure 5.18: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr =  0.9, with targets 
uniformly distributed over the equator.
5.3.2 Targets Uniform ly D istributed Over Targets B elt
Now let us extend the clocking model for requests targeting over the world. The system 
description is the same as in the last section, except that we assume the targets are 
uniformly distributed over a target belt between latitudes [—0 0 , 0 0 ], rather than on the 
(‘({iiator only.
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5.3.2.1 M odel a n d  M odel A nalysis
As we have shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.11, for targets on different TLLs, both the image 
capture probability Pimg{4>) and the probabilities of inter-capture-orbits Pint{î^,(p) are 
different. If Sint denotes the set of possible numbers of inter-captiire-orbits for all 
TLL, the average probability of having k  inter-captuie-orbits for uniformly distributed 
targets can be calculated as
' i n t { k )  — r-j- I  P i n t { k , ( f ) ) d ( l ) .  (5.21)
The system can also be regarded as a multi-server queueing system with s — sizeof{Sint) 
sub-servers and each of them having k  { k  &  S i n t )  service stages respectively, similar 
to the queueing system shown in Figure 5.13. In order to avoid the large state space 
in the multi-server model, we model the system with a single-server model by defining 
system states with the number of requests in the system at the clocking points. We 
have the state space as S  = {n | n =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  oo}. The state transition diagram is 
the same as in Figure 5.15. Now let us see the new transition probabilities between 
system states.
Following from equation (5.14), in this system with targets uniformly distributed, 
for any request the probability of being at the leaving stage at any clocking point, 
denoted by PquIj can be obtained as
=  . p . , E W -E E k keSint
So for n  independent requests in the system, the probability of having r requests at the 
leaving stage, denoted as F^^^(^) , can be derived as
P U k )  = ( " )  -  f ô J " - '  (0 < r  < n). (5.23)
Let q'{ni]n2 ) denote the transition rate from state ni to state ng in the extended clock­
ing model with target locations uniformly distributed over the target belt. Similarly as
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equation (5.17), we have
r = 0 ,  ( 1  — Parr) ' - P o u t ( - ^ )
°  ^ ^  ■ P U ^ )  +  P . . .  ■ P U < ^ )
7’ — n + 1 ,  P a r r  ■ P o u t i n )  
r  > n +  1, 0
Replacing q{n\k) in equation (5.18) with q'{n-,k), we can have the same formulated 
global balance state-transition equations for this system with uniformly distributed 
target locations. Together with the normalisation equation (5.19), the steady state 
probabilities P{n) can be calculated.
5.3.2.2 Results
Now let us see the performance of the new clocking model for targets uniformly dis­
tributed over the target belt between latitudes [—55°, 55°]. We let requests input to 
the satellite simulator with uniformly distributed targets, and monitor the queue length 
at each clocking point from the simulation. The queue length probabilities from the 
simulation are then compared with the model results of P{n) by solving the equations
(5.18) and (5.19) with the new transition probabilities q'{n;k).
We have made two tests with different request arrival rates: Parr = 0.3 and 
=  0.9. The comparison of results of queue length probabilities are shown in Fig­
ure 5.19 and 5.20 respectively. In both figures we can still see good agreement between 
simulation results with model results. In Figure 5.20 the model results do not match 
with simulation results as well as in Figure 5.19 because the system is more dynamic 
when there is a higher arrival rate. However high accuracy of mean queue length is still 
achieved, around 98.4% and 97.8% for both tests, which justifies our extended clocking 
queue model for uniformly distributed targets over the target belt.
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Figure 5.19: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr =  0.3, with targets 
uniformly distributed over the target belt.
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Figure 5.20: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Farr = 0.9, with targets 
uniformly distributed over the target belt.
5.3.3 Targets G enerally D istributed
5.3.3.1 System Description
In the last section, we have studied the queueing model for requests with target locations 
uniformly distributed over a target belt. However, in practice we might not have
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equal interest over all locations within the target belt as reflected in using a uniform 
distribution. In this section, we extend the clocking model by relaxing the condition 
of a uniform distribution of target locations. The request arrival pattern of the image 
capture service system is described as:
• Each orbit, there is at most one request arriving at the satellite, with a 
certain probability Parr',
• The location of targets are generally distributed over the target belt; let 
F(0) denote the target location distribution in the latitude direction.
The service mechanism and queueing discipline of this system are still the same as the 
system studied in the last section.
5.3.3.2 M odel an d  M odel A nalysis
The system can still be regarded as a multi-server queueing system with a number of 
sub-servers and each of them having different number of service stages, as shown in 
Figure 5.13. Also we can still model the system with a single-server model, describe 
the system state by the number of image capture requests in the queue and use P(n) 
to denote the steady state probability of state n. The state space is still S  = { n \ n  = 
0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  oo}. The system state transition diagram is still the same as in Figure 5.15, 
but the transition probabilities need to be updated. In order to calculate the transition 
probabilities, let us first see the probability of being at the leaving stage for a request 
at any clocking point.
Let Sint denote the set of possible numbers of inter-capture-orbits for all targeted 
TLLs, and Pmt{k, (p) {k 6 Sint) denote the probability of k inter-capture-orbits between 
image capture opportunities for targets at TLL (p. We know that target locations 
are distributed in the latitude direction with distribution F{(p). For any target, the 
probability of having k inter-capture-orbits, denoted by P^^{k), can be calculated as:
PL(k) = j  F{4,)Pint(k,4>)dxl>- (5.25)
Therefore with reference to equation (5.14), for any request in this system at any
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clocking point, the probability of being at the leaving stage can be obtained as:
E   _  2____
k^Sint *—1
So for n independent requests in the system, the probability of having k requests at 
the leaving stage is:
PoU D  =  ( " ) -  P L T -''  ( 0 < r < n ) .  (5.27)
Let q^{n \\n 2 ) denote the transition rate from state ni to state ii2 in this clocking 
model with target locations generally distributed over the target belt. W ith reference 
to equation (5.17), now the transition probabilities can be derived as:
' r  =  0, (1 -  P a r r )  * f L ( ? )
0 < r < n ,  (1 -  P .,,)  . +  P.,.,. - (5 28)
r  =  7i +  l,
r > n + l ,  0
fr / \(f (n; r) =
Replacing q{n\k) in equation (5.18) with q^{n\k), we can have the global balance 
state-transition equations with the new transition probabilities. Together with the 
normalisation equation (5.19), the steady state probabilities P(n) can be calculated for 
the image capture service system with generally distributed targets. It is obvious that 
both the system with equator targets only and the system with uniformly distributed 
targets are just two special cases of this image capture service system with general 
distributed targets.
5.3.3.3 Results
In the first experiment we consider requests with target locations uniformly distributed 
in longitude direction, and gaussianly distributed in latitude, as shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Latitude of targets gaussianly distributed.
We have two tests with different request arrival rates: Parr = 0.3 and Parr = 0.9. 
Figure 5.22 and 5.23 show the queue length probabilities of both simulation and theo­
retical model results for the two tests respectively. In both tests we can still see good 
agreement between simulation results with model results, with high accuracy of mean 
cpieue length at 99.6% and 99.3% respectively, which justifies our extended clocking 
cpieue model for generally distributed targets.
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Figure 5.22: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr =  0 3, with latitude 
of targets gaussianly distributed.
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Figure 5.23: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr = 0.9, with latitude 
of targets gaussianly distributed.
In the second experiment let us use requests with targets distributed along world 
coastlines and waterways, as shown in Figure 5.24. In this case the target location 
distribution is general and irregular both in latitude and longitude, as shown in Fig­
ure 5.25(a) and 5.25(b).
We have two tests and let these requests arrive with different arrival rate: Parr = 0.3 
and Parr = 0.9. The results of queue length distribution from both simulation and 
model results are as shown in Figure 5.26 and 5.27. We can see the model results
L ong itude
Figure 5.24: Targets distributed along world coastlines and waterways, marked with 
asterisks.
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(a) Latitude distribution of targets over world coastline and waterway
(b) Longitude distribution of targets over world coastline and waterway
Figtire 5.25: Latitude and longitude distribution of targets over world coastlines and 
waterways.
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Figure 5.26: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr — 0.3, with targets 
along world coastlines and waterways.
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Figure 5.27: Queue length probabilities at clocking point when Parr =  0.9, with targets 
along world coastlines and waterways.
still match with simulation results very well in both tests. The fitting in Figure 5.27 
is not as good as in Figure 5.26, which is because the system is more dynamic when 
there is a higher arrival rate. However, the accuracy of mean queue length is achieved 
as high as 97.7% and 97.9% in the two tests respectively, which further justifies our 
clocking model for generally distributed targets.
Therefore by now we have successfully modelled the satellite image capture service 
system with a discrete-time clocking model, which is able to handle requests with tar­
get locations generally distributed over the globe. The clocking model is built upon a 
geometric model for the satellite image capture operation, and is independent of simu­
lator results. Therefore when we wish to analyse the image capture service for another 
satellite, such as Landsat-7 which has different satellite altitude, orbit inclination and 
satellite Field-of-view angle, it is easy to apply our geometric model to generate the 
new transition probabilities for the clocking model.
5.4  Sum m ary
In this chapter, we propose a discrete-time clocking model for the satellite image capture 
service system, which is inspired by the satellite orbit geometry. We have statistically
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analysed this geometric model for satellite image capture. Based upon the geometric 
model, the clocking model is built by defining system states at clocking points. The 
state transition probabilities are derived and a steady state solution is formulated. 
The clocking model is justified by good agreement between simulation results and 
model results, for different target location distributions. With the successful clocking 
model representative of the satellite image capture system, we are able to analyse the 
performance of the satellite image capture system systematically. The advantage of the 
clocking model is that, it is only based on the geometry of satellite orbit and satellite 
system parameters, and it does not rely upon generated results from a simulation. 
Therefore with this clocking model, the performance analysis of satellite image capture 
system can be carried out for any satellite without building a system simulator, which 
is significant especially for satellite or constellation design.
C hapter 6
Im age Capture and Image 
Download System : Clocking 
M odel
6.1 In trod u ction
In Chapter 4 we have modelled the tandem satellite imaging service system with a 
two-dimensional Markov model, where we assume the image download service has a 
Poisson pattern. This assumption affects the accuracy of the model, as shown in the 
sensitivity analysis section. Therefore in this chapter we revisit the download service 
in order to accurately model the tandem service of the satellite imaging system.
In Chapter 5 we have studied the service mechanism of image capture and success­
fully modelled the image capture service system with a discrete-time Markov model 
based on a geometric model. Actually, the image download operation is similar to the 
image capture operation: for image capture operations, a target is some location to 
be imaged, while for image download operations, a target is a ground station where 
images are sent to. Although the specific geometric models and service mechanisms 
are different for image capture and image download operations, the service analysis 
procedure is similar.
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In this chapter, we first study the geometric mechanism of the image download 
operation and its service pattern. Based upon the analysis of the geometric model for 
image download, we propose another clocking queueing model for the pure image down­
load service system. We then can catenate the image download model with the image 
capture model to build a tandem clocking model for the complete satellite imaging 
system.
6.2  Im age D ow nload  Service
6.2.1 Satellite Orbiting Process and Im age Download O pportunity
We have shown in section 5.2.1 that a satellite crosses a given target latitude line peri­
odically. Figure 6.1 shows an example of the ground track from the UK-DMC satellite 
with a target on the equator. The solid line stands for the satellite ascending passes 
while the dashed line stands for the descending passes. For image capture opportunities,
One orbital period
1 igure 6.1: Satellite ground track with solid line for ascending passes and dashed line 
for descending passes, and crossings at the equator in both scending passages, with 
their longitude marked out.
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only ascending passages are considered because of the sunlight constraint. However we 
consider both satellite ascending passages and descending passages for image download 
opportunities. As shown in the figure, the satellite ascending crossings on the equator 
are marked as (t'g,0), {vs — A f,0 ) and {vs — 2Ai?,G), and the descending crossings 
are marked as 0), (v'g — A v  +  360°, 0) and (vg — 2Av  +  360°, 0). We suppose our 
target is a ground station on the equator (v t , 0 ) -  As the satellite moves along its orbit, 
if the satellite ascending/descending crossings on the equator are close enough to the 
target location (fT,0) so that the target is in the Field of View (FoV) of the satellite, 
we say there is an image download opportunity.
6.2.2 The Probability  o f an Im age D ownload O pportunity
6.2.2.1 Geometric Model for Satellite Field of View
Similar to the image capture probability Pimgi^) for a target at TLL 0, each time the 
satellite passes over a ground station TLL, there must also be a certain probability to 
have an image download opportunity at this passage. Let us denote the probability 
of having an image download opportunity each orbital period by Pgs(0)> where 0 
is the latitude of the target ground station. The geometric mechanism of satellite 
communication with a ground station for image download operations is different from 
the principle for image capture operations. Therefore the corresponding geometric 
model of satellite field of view is also different from the geometric model of satellite 
imaging swath.
Figure 6.2 shows the geometry for satellite field of view. If a satellite is at point 
S  at some time and there is a ground station at A, as shown in the figure, the angle 
between A S  with the target local plane (which is tangential to the globe) s is called 
the ground elevation angle. If e is larger than a certain value, i.e. minimum ground 
elevation angle Smin, then we say target A  is in field of view of the satellite at that 
time. If the corresponding minimum angle of lA O S  is we can see that at time, 
the satellite field of view is the surface area of the Earth intersecting a cone with OS  
as axis and Re cos as the base radius. Any target in this surface area is able to 
communicate with the satellite at time t. This surface area is the satellite field of view
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Re /
Re
Figure 6.2: Geometric model of satellite field of view, S  is the satellite position, e is 
the ground elevation angle, O is the centre of the Earth, Re is the Earth’s radius.
(FoV) at time i, which is also called the satellite footprint. Based on the sine and cosine 
rules for the triangle AO/15, we can calculate r^nin by solving the following equations:
\OA\ • sin(— +  £miti) — {Re +  h) ■ sin^min 
jOv4|  ^ =  {Re “f* +  iîg — 2(jRg +  K) ' Re * cos
where Re is the radius of the Earth, h is the height of the satellite.
(6 .1)
The border of the satellite FoV is a circle on the Earth’s surface. As a satellite moves 
in its orbit, the trace of the satellite FoV is a spherical stripe, as shown in Figure 6.3. If 
the satellite orbital plane is regarded as an equatorial plane, the two border lines of this 
spherical stripe can be regarded as the corresponding latitude lines at latitude ^min and 
respectively. We call these two border lines as the right border line and the left 
border line of the satellite FoV, as shown in Figure 6,3. Also these two border planes 
are parallel to the satellite velocity vector. If the satellite FoV around the sub-satellite 
point G is tangential to the left and right border lines at points L and R, as shown 
in Figure 6.3, we call L and R  are the left end and the right end of the satellite FoV 
around G. The plane OLR  is normal to the satellite velocity vector. Based upon the 
geometric model of the satellite field of view shown in Figure 6.2, we can also know 
that the angle IL O R  is 2 • Omm- Let LR  denote the arc between L and R  on sphere, 
we can calculate the arc length of LR  as:
\LR\ = 26m\nRe- (6 ,2)
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right border line
satellite ground trace
left border line
Figure 6.3: Geometric model of the two border lines of the satellite FoV, G is the 
sub-satellite point at an ascending passage, the circle around G is the satellite FoV, 
and the left end and right end of the satellite FoV are at L  and R.
6.2.2.2 Geometric Model I for Pgs(0)
We have two approaches to calculate the image download probability PGs{(f>) for a 
ground station T  at a target latitude line </>. In this section let us see the first approach. 
Unlike the image capture opportunities, image download can occur at both satellite 
ascending passages and descending passages over the ground station TLL. We consider 
first the ascending passages.
To simplify the analysis, let us first assume the Earth is static, i.e. there is no 
rotation. Figure 6.4 shows the geometric model for calculating the image download 
probability. G is the sub-satellite point at time t, with L  and R  as the left end and 
right end of the satellite FoV around G. At time t + A t  the sub-satellite point moves 
to G', with the left and right ends moving to Ü  and R'. If L' is on the same latitude
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right border line
satellite ground trace
left border line/
TLL 0
Figure 6.4; Geometric model I for image download probability, at time t the sub­
satellite point is G, L and R  are the left end and right end of the satellite FoV around 
G] at time t + A t  the sub-satellite point is G', L' and R' are the left end and right 
end of the satellite FoV around G'\ L' and R  are on the same TLL a  is the angle 
between the arc LR  and the TLL 0.
line (f) with /Î, then arc L 'R  on the latitude line 0 is the intersection of satellite field 
of view with the TLL 0 when there is no Earth rotation. If the target ground station 
is on the arc UR, it is able to communicate with satellite for image download at this 
ascending passage.
Now we calculate the length of the arc U R.  Since the arc L R  is normal to the 
satellite velocity vector Vs, we can have that the angle between TLL 0 and arc L R  is 
the same as the angle between Vs and the local North vector at latitude line 0, denoted 
as Q'. Since Vs is parallel to the left border line, the angle between TLL 0 and the left
7T -— -border line is — — a. We also know that the arc L R  is normal to the left border line. 
Therefore we are able to calculate the length of arc U R  approximately by regarding 
A U R L  as a plane triangle:
\LR\ 29m\nRe\UR\ cos a cos a (6 .3 )
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right border line
satellite ground trace.
—z 'left border lini
TLL 0
Figure 6.6: Geometric model II for image download probability, at time t the sub­
satellite point is G with argument of latitude n, L and R  are the left end and right end 
of the satellite FoV around G; at time t+ A t  the sub-satellite point is G' with argument 
of latitude u \  L' and B! are the left end and right end of the satellite FoV around G'\ 
V  and R  are on the same TLL 0; i is the satellite orbit inclination.
1 0  0 Re cos U  cos 0 in in
R  — 0  cos i — sin i Re sin U  COS 0 ,n in (6.13)
0  sin i cos i Re sin ^ niin
If the corresponding argument of latitude of G' is denoted by u \  the coordinates of L'
within the ECI frame can be written as:
1 0  0 Re COS u ' COS ^inin
0  cos i — sin i Re sin u ' COS 0 ,n in (6.14)
0  sin i cos i Re sill ^ m in
We know that both L' and R  are on the latitude line 0. If the longitude of L' and 
R  are denoted by v y  and vr  respectively, the coordinates of L' and R  can also be
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The angle l)et\veen satellite velocity vector Vs and the local North vector at latitude 
line 0 can be calculated from e(|uation (5.7). Incorporating this into equation (6.9), we 
have:
n  / \ ( V COS V ^rC O Si)Pg s (<p) ~   Ï7 :-----^-------------- tanoTT rV ^C O SiC O S ^ ,„in  
^^niin( ^ 5  ^inin V ^ C O S z))
(6 .10)
TtV’s COS^ i,
where i is the satellite inclination angle.
\/cos^ 0 — cos^ i
Using IniPredict we can simulate the probabilities of image download opportunity 
each orbital period for ground stations located on different latitude lines, and compare 
them with the results from equation (6.10). Figure 6.5(a) shows the comparison of 
results of image download probability P g s {<P) aud Figure 6.5(b) shows the result accu­
racy. We can see that although the theoretical model results are close to the simulation
0 . 3
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(a) C’omparison of results of P g s {(P) between geometric model I and simulation
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(b) Accuracy of Pas{<i>), ratio of equation results to simulation results
Figure 6.5: Pg s{(I>) from the geometric model I.
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results, the discrepancy is quite large for ground stations located on high latitude TLLs. 
This is because the approximation of regarding A L 'R L  as a plane triangle is not accu­
rate especially for high latitude TLLs. The actual length of arc \L'R\ is larger than the 
line segment length \L'R\^ and \LL'\ is larger than \LU\. Therefore the probabilities of 
image download opportunity from the geometric model I are smaller than the actual 
value, especially for high latitude TLLs.
6.2.2.3 Geometric Model II for Pgs(0)
In this section let us see the second approach of calculating Pgs'(0), and how to use 
the geometric model to calculate the actual length of arc \L'R\ on the TLL (f> and arc 
|LL'| on the left border line. In Figure 6.6, axes Æ, y  and z specifies the ECI (Eai’th- 
Centered Inertial) coordinate system [11]. For simplification of the calculation, the 
right ascension of ascending node is assumed 0 so that the ascending node is on the 
X axis, u is the argument of latitude of the sub-satellite point G. We rotate the ECI 
frame around x  so that y  becomes y', z  becomes z' and the orbital plane is the new 
equator plane in the new frame, as shown in Figure 6.6. The angle between z and 
z' {y and y'} is the inclination angle of the orbit. The sub-satellite point G, can be 
represented within the ECI frame as:
(6 .11)
where Re represents the radius of the Earth, i is the inclination of the orbit, and u is 
the argument of latitude of G. As we mentioned before, the two border lines of the 
satellite field of view are actually the corresponding latitude lines at latitude ^niin and 
—^ min respectively in the new frame. The coordinates of left and right ends of the 
satellite FoV around G, L and R, can then be represented within the ECI frame as:
1 0 0 Re cos u Re cos U
G = 0 cosz — sin i Re sin u = Re sin u  cos i
0 sinz cosi 0 Re sin u sin i
1 0 0 Re cos U  cos ^ niiii
L — 0 COS i — sin i Re sin U  cos ^ m in
0 sin i cos i Re sin ^ m in
(6.12)
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Figure 6.6: Geometric model II for image download probability, at time t the sub- 
satellite point is G with argument of latitude w, L and R  are the left end and right end 
of the satellite FoV around G\ at time t + A t  the sub-satellite point is G' with argument 
of latitude ii\ V  and B! are the left end and right end of the satellite FoV around G'\ 
L' and R  are on the same TLL cf)\ i is the satellite orbit inclination.
1 0 0 R^ q cos U cos
R  = 0 cos i ~  sin i Re sin U  cos ^m in (6.13)
0 sin i cos i Re sin ^ m in
If the corresponding argument of latitude of G' is denoted by u ', the coordinates of L'
within the ECI frame can be written as:
1 0 0 Re cos u' cos ^ m in
L' = 0 cos i — sin i Re sin u' COS 9m\n (6.14)
0 sin i cos i Re sin ^ niin
We know that both L' and R  are on the latitude line (j). If the longitude of L' and 
R  are denoted by vi> and vr  respectively, the coordinates of V  and R  can also be
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represented as:
L' =
R  —
Re COS (f) sin Vi,t 
R e  COS 0  cos Vri 
Re sin 0
Re cos 0  sin V r  
Re cos 0  cos V r  
Re sin 0
(6.15)
(6 .16)
Relating equation (6.14) with (6.15) and equation (6.13) with (6.16), we can solve 
the equations for u, u ' , v y  and v r ,  all of which are functions of 0 .  If we let =  
Iff,' — ffit, Auff, =  \u' — fi|, we are able to calculate the length of arc and jLL'j as:
jL'iîj =  Av^Re  cos 0
IL V I =  AU(j,Re cos
(6.17)
(6.18)
Incorporating equations (6.18) and (6.5) to equation (6.7), now the distance the Earth 
rotates at latitude line 0  during time interval A t  can be calculated as:
L f ; ( 0 ,  At) — \GG'\ • ^  • C O S 0  =  ^  C O S 0 A t t0 jR e -  ys ys (6.19)
Considering both ascending and descending passages, we can calculate the image down­
load probability for a ground station located at TLL 0  as:
Figure 6.7(a) shows the comparison of results of Pgs(0) between geometric model II 
and our simulations, where we can see that the model results fit very well with the real 
simulation results. The accuracy of the model is shown in Figure 6.7(b). The accuracy 
of Pgs(0) is slightly lower ai'ound the equator than at higher latitude TLLs, which is 
because the Earth is not perfectly spherical, but rather an oblate spheroid [33]. The 
value of Re used in our geometric model is the average radius of the Earth. However, 
the overall accuracy is very high, above 98.5%. Therefore the validity of the geometric 
model II and the equation (6.20) for image download probability Pos{({>) aie justified.
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Figure 6.7: P g s { 4 > )  from the geometric model II.
6.2.3 The Probability of Inter-download-orbits betw een Im age D ow n­
load O pportunities
6.2.3.1 Ascend ing Passages Only
As our analysis of the image capture service, we are interested not only in the probabil­
ity to have an image download opportunity every orbital period, but also the number 
of orbital periods between two successive image download opportunities and its proba­
bility distribution. Firstly we focus on the image download opportunities at ascending 
passages.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of the inter-download-orbit probabilities between im­
age download opportunities at ascending passages to a ground station at Guildford. 
We can see that the number of inter-download-orbits between satellite image download
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opportunities is one of three possible numbers: 1, 14 or 15 orbital periods. We notice 
that there is a high probability to have another image download opportunity right after 
one opportunity (1 inter-download-orbit), and the other opportunities occur only after 
a number of orbital periods (14 or 15 inter-download-orbits).
1 1 3  1 4
The num ber o f in ter—dow n load—orbits between im age dow nload opportun ities
Figure 6.8: The probabilities of inter-download-orbits between image download oppor­
tunities to a ground station at Guildford (ascending passages only).
Let Pint.a{l ,^<P) denote the probability of having k orbital periods between two suc­
cessive image download opportunities (ascending passages only) for a ground station at 
TLL (j). We can calculate this based upon the geometric model II, as we did for image 
capture service in section 5.2.3. We denote the central angle of the satellite communi­
cation window C(0) on TLL 0 as 0g s {4>)- With reference to Figure 5.9, which shows 
the satellite crossings at a TLL in sequence. LjRi in this figure represents the satellite 
communication window here, and the corresponding central angle of communication 
window at TLL 0 is:
^g s {4>) — t^ Pg s {<P)- (6.21)
Incorporating Sg s {^) into the algorithm as shown in Figure 5.10, we can obtain Pint.ai^i 4>) 
for image download opportunities (ascending passages only) at each latitude. Figure 6.9 
shows the results of Pint.a{k,(f>) for each latitude and compares them with simulation 
results. In this figure, the solid black lines show the corresponding theoretical results 
of the inter-download-orbit probabilities, which are found to fit very well with simula­
tion results. The average accuracy is 98.2%. Therefore our algorithm for calculating 
inter-download-orbit probabilities Pint.a{k (^f>) is justified. And also we can see from the
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of results of Pmt.aik.. (p) between theoretical algorithm and sim­
ulation. when only ascending passages considered, simulation results showed in colorful 
curves, solid black lines shows the corresponding theoretical results.
figure that, when the satellite visits a ground station target, it is only possible to visit 
the target again after 1. 13. 14, or 15 orbital periods. No image download opportunities 
are j)ossible at other ascending TLL passages.
6.2.3.2 Both Ascend ing and Descend ing Passages
In contrast to the image capture opportunities which are only possible at ascending 
passages due to sunlight constraint, image download operations can be carried out at 
both ascending and descending passages. Each orbital period, a satellite visits the same 
TLL twice at two different locations. As shown in Figure 6.10, R\ is the right end of 
the satellite FoV around G\ at ascending passage and it is on the latitude line 0, while 
/?2 is the right end of the satellite FoV around G2 at descending passage and it is also 
on the latitude line (p.
The inter-time between image download opportunities can be calculated by sub-
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right bo rder line
satellite ground trace
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Figure 6.10: Image download opportunity considering both ascending and descending 
passages, Gi is the sub-satellite point at an ascending passage with argument of latitude 
ui, the circle around (?i is the satellite FoV, and the left end and right end of the 
satellite FoV are at Li  and i?i ; G2 is the sub-satellite point at the descending passage 
with argument of latitude wg, the circle around G2 is the satellite FoV, and the left end 
and right end of the satellite FoV are at L 2 and i?2 ; Ri  and R 2 on the same TLL (f>.
tracting successive image download opportunities. But when we consider image down­
load opportunities at both passes, the quotients of dividing the inter-time by the satel­
lite orbital period Tobt might not be integers since there are two possible time instants 
within a period to have an image download opportunity. The definition of the number 
of orbital periods between image download opportunities needs to be extended. Since 
system states aie defined by the queue status at the clocking points each orbital period, 
we are interested to find whether an image download opportunity arises within an or­
bital period after a given clocking point, no matter whether it occurs a t the ascending 
passage or descending passage. Therefore we can divide the whole timeline by clocking 
points into intervals of orbital period, labelled with 1 ,2 ,3 ,... in sequence. The num­
ber of inter-download-orbits between image download opportunities can be defined as
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the difference between their period label numbers. Based on this definition of inter- 
download-orbits, Figure 6.11 shows an example of inter-download-orbit probabilities 
for image download opportunities to a ground station at Guildford when both passes 
are considered.
0.4
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0.3
0.2S
0.2
0.15
0.1
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ne num ber o f intei—dow nload—orbits between im age download opportunitie
Figure 6.11: The probabilities of inter-download-orbits between image download op­
portunities to a ground station at Guildford (both passes considered).
In the geometric model as shown in Figure 6.10, R\  and R 2 are the crossings of 
TLL (j) with the right border line of satellite FoV, when the Earth is assumed static. 
G\ and G2 are the corresponding sub-satellite points with argument of latitude u\  and 
U2 respectively. We have U2 = 7i* — ui. Using equations (6.13) and (6.16), ui and 
(longitude of Ri] can be calculated, and U2 and vr^ (longitude of R 2 ). The longitude 
difference between Ri  and R 2 anticlockwise is (n^a —VRi)- Taking the Earth’s rotation 
into consideration, the anticlockwise longitude difference between two crossings at TLL 
(j) is:
A v f i  -  VR2 “  '^Ri — ( t t  — 2 w i ) -V rVs (6 .22)
We can extend the algorithm in Figure 5.10 to re-calculate the inter-download-orbit 
probabilities for image download opportunities when both ascending and descending 
passages are considered, denoted as Pint.b{k,(p)- The extended algorithm is shown in 
Figure 6.12. The basic idea of this algorithm is similar as the algorithm in Figure 5.10. 
Here the initial objective part is the union set of two satellite communication windows 
in both passes. Each orbital period, we check whether the two communication windows 
of this period overlap with the objective part or not. If yes, we divide the length of
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the overlap window by the length of initial objective part to get the probability of 
inter-download-orbits in this orbital period, and subtract the overlap window from the 
objective part. This procedure continues until the objective part forms an empty set.
//  objective part, i.e. initial communication windows
// current ascending communication window
/ /  current descend ing communication window
// k_th orbital period
Y es
End
No
// communication window shifts
// get overlap part with ascend ing window
// update the objective part
II g e l overlap part with descend ing window
II update the objective part
II calculate the inter-download-orbit probability
(t =  0
L a p 2  =  O b J f ] C i i f '2
O b j  = O b j -  L a p l
C u r 2 —> C u r 2  +  A u
ObJ<^  O bj-Lap2
Lap\ =  Obj n C w rl
C u r \  = [0.
C u r l  —y  C u r l  -f A u
Ci^'2 — [<^ jp({é)-l-AL?ç,
Cbj — [ Q, (^ )J  U [ A o j j , + At>jj ]
Figure 6.12: Algorithm for calculating inter-download-orbit probabilities Pint.b{k,<j>)^
Figure 6.13 shows the theoretical results of inter-download-orbit probabilities for 
each TLL from this algorithm and compares them with simulation results. The colorful 
marked curves show the probabilities from simulation. The corresponding solid black 
lines show the algorithm results, which are found to agree with simulation results very 
well. The average accuracy is 98.5%. Therefore our algorithm for calculating inter- 
download-orbit probabilities Pint.b{k, 4>) is justified. We can see that when both passes 
are considered, there is a certain probability to revisit a ground station at any latitude
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line after 1. 4, 5, 6. 7. 8. or 9 orbital periods. No image download opportunities are 
possible after 2 or 3 orbital periods. We can have the relationship between the inter- 
download-orbit probabilities with the image download probability P g s ( ( / > )
Pas{(f>) = 1
A-
int.b
(6.23)
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of results of Pint.b{ i^(f>) between theoretical algorithm and 
simulation, simulation results showed in colorful curves, solid black lines shows the 
corresponding theoretical results.
6.3 Q ueue ing  M od el for Im age D ow nload  Serv ice S y s tem
In this section we model the pure image download system with queueing theory and 
introduce two clocking models. To improve the accuracy of the first model, we propose 
an approximation approach and model the image download system by a clocking model 
with approximation. At first we introduce the pure image download system under study.
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6.3.1 System  D escr ip tion
For the image download service system, requests are captured images which wait in the 
queue for an image download opportunity. We consider a simple system here. For the 
request arrival pattern, we assume that at the beginning of each orbital period, there is 
at most one image arriving to the onboard image store with certain probability, denoted 
as Parr- Also w6 assume there is no limit on the queue’s waiting room, i.e. no limit 
on the number of images that can be stored onboard. Therefore there is no limit on 
whether an image can arrive at the queue waiting for image download.
The ground station is located at TLL and at each pass we assume that if there 
is an image download opportunity, then there is one and only one image leaving the 
system. The service time of a request is still defined as the time interval between its 
arrival time and its download time if there are no other download operations during 
that time interval, or the time interval between the previous download time and its 
download operation time.
The queueing discipline of the image download service system is FCFS. Images 
come earlier will be downloaded earlier.
6.3.2 Im age D ow nload Serv ice M odelling
6.3.2.1 Model and Model Analysis
Based on the periodic property of satellite orbits, the image download service system 
can also be modelled by a discrete-time event model. The system state is defined by 
the number of images to be downloaded at the clocking point each period, denoted by 
m. The system state space is 5  =  (m  | ?n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  oo}. For a system at state 
?n, the transition to other system states can be enabled by a new request arrival or 
an image download operation. Let g(mi;7n2) denote the probability of transition from 
system state mi  to state 7U2, where m i, m 2 € S. The possible transitions between 
system states are as follows:
• q{m\m  — 1) (m >  1): when there are no new request arrivals and there is 
an image downloaded;
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• g(0;0); when there are no new request arrivals, or when there is a new 
request arrival with an image downloaded;
• q{jn;m): when there is an image downloaded with a new request arrival, 
or when there are no images downloaded with no new reqnest arrival;
• q{m\m  + 1 ): when there are no images downloaded with a new request 
arrival.
Therefore we can get the system state transition diagram as shown in Figure 6,14, Based 
on the system description, we know that each orbital period there will be a new image 
arriving with probability Parr, and an image download opportunity with probability 
Pg s {4^ )- Therefore we can obtain the transition probabilities between system states as 
follows:
q{m\ m - l )  = Pg5(0)(1 -  Parr) m > \
q{0; 0) =  1 -  Parr +  ParrPGs{4>)
q{m] m) =  (1 -  PgS’(0))(1 -  Parr) + ParrPGs{4>) m > l
q{m-,m+ 1) =  (1 -  PGs{(l>))Parr m > 0
With Pg s {44) from equation (6.20), we can calculate these transition probabilities. We 
find that the transition probabilities are independent of the system state, which is 
reasonable because the probability of having an image download opportunity is inde­
pendent of the number of images onboard.
Let P{m) denote the steady state probability of the state m  G: S. For a state in
a steady system, the sum of incoming probabilities must equal the sum of outgoing
probabilities. Therefore with the transition probabilities in equation (6.24), the global 
balance state-transition equations can be obtained as follows:
( m =  0, P(0) .g ( 0 ; l ) = P ( l )  .g(l;0)
rn > 0, P{m) • {q{m-,m— I) + q{m\m + l ) ) —
(6.24)
(6.25)
P(m  +  1) ■ q{m +  1; 7n) +  P(m  — 1) * q{m — 1; m)
Figure 6.14: Tiansition diagram of steady states in image download service model.
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Beyond the state-transition equations, we also have the normalisation equation
P{m) = 1. (6.26)
771=0
By solving equation (6.25) and (6.26) we can find the steady state probabilities. W ith 
the steady state probabilities, we can calculate the system mean queue length L as:
L = Y ,  "T- • P{tn). (6.27)
777 = 0
In this section we have modelled the pure image download system with a queueing 
model. Because the system states are also defined at discrete-time clocking points, we 
also call it a clocking queueing model.
6.3.2.2 Results
Now let us see the performance of this clocking model for the image download service. 
We have introduced the satellite simulator in section 4.2, from which we can obtain 
simulated queue length probabilities at the clocking points. These probabilities are 
compared with the model results of system state probabilities P{m) by solving the 
equations (6.25) and (6.26).
We test our model with a ground station located at Guildford and request arrival 
rate Pan- =  0.2. Figure 6.15 shows the results of queue length probabilities from both 
simulation and model. It is obvious that the two curves do not fit very well. Also the 
accuracy of the mean queue length from the model is not high, around 66.5% of the 
mean queue length from simulation.
The result of modelling the image download service with this queue system is evi­
dently not satisfactory. When we use P g s { 4 > )  as the image download probability each 
orbital period and incorporate it into the model, the number of orbital periods between 
successive download opportunities are actually assumed to be exponentially distributed. 
However, this is not so in practice. As shown in Figure 6.11, the real distribution of 
inter-download-orbit probabilities Pint.bi^,4>) is discrete with multiple peaks. If we 
plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of inter-download-orbit probabilities 
in both cases, as shown in Figure 6.16, it is obvious that the CDF curves do not fit
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Figure 6.15: Image download queue length probabilities at the clocking points.
well. We have the maximum discrepancy between the two curves around 0.221 when 
the number of inter-download-orbits k = 4, and average discrepancy for k G [1,9] is 
round 0.127, which is not ideal. In order to improve the model for the image download 
service from satellite to ground station, an approximation approach is proposed.
Real case
Exponential distribution0.8
O 6
0 . 5
0  4
1 55  1 0
The number of inter—download—orbits k
20
Figure 6.16: CDF of real Ptnt.b{f^,à) at Guildford and exponential inter-download-orbit 
probabilities.
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6.3.2.3 Im age D ow nload Service A pprox im ation
As shown in Figure 6.7, PGs{(j>) reaches the lowest value when the ground station 
is located on the equator. That is, for a ground station on the equator, the image 
download opportunities are not as many as for a ground station at higher latitudes. We 
can observe from the figure that Pg s{<P) > 1/7 for all latitudes </>. Also, as Figure 6.13 
shows, the probability of inter-download-orbits Pint.b(k, (f>) is relatively high when k — 
1, or 6jO?’ 7, or 8 for all 0. Based on these two facts, we propose an approximation of 
the image download service for our queueing modelling, which is stated as follows:
• The timeline is divided into blocks and each block contains seven orbital 
periods;
• For the seventh orbital period of every block, there is an image download 
opportunity;
• For the first orbital period of every block, there is possibly an image down­
load opportunity;
• For the other orbital periods within a block, there are no image download 
opportunities.
Fi'om this approximation, the number of inter-download-orbits between image download 
opportunities will be 1, 6 or 7 only. Let 0), f^^(6 ,0 ) and P/,^j(7,0) denote the
probability to have 1,6 or 7 inter-download-orbits for a ground station at 0. Based on 
the description of the approximation approach, we know that the probability of having 
1 inter-download-orbit must equal the probability of having 6 inter-download-orbits. 
That is:
=  (6.28)
We also have:
0 )  +  0 )  4 -  7 L t ( 7 , 0 )  =  I  ( 6 . 2 9 )
since the total inter-download-orbit probability must be unity. Based upon the rela­
tionship between the image download probability Pg s {(P) and the probability of inter- 
download-orbits, as shown in equation (6.23), we have
■ 1 4 - 0 )  • 6  4 - P / n i ( 7 , 0 )  • 7  == ( 6  3 0 )
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Solving the equations (6.28)-(6.30) we can obtain the approximate inter-download-orbit 
probabilities as follows:
1
(6.31)
( 7 . 0 )  —
2 7 • Pg s (<P)
-  17 • Pg s {<!>)
Let us plot the CDF of the approximate inter-download-orbit probabilities PC{k.(j)) 
{k = I. 6 or 7) and compare it with the CDF of the real simulation results of inter- 
download-orbit probabilities, as shown in Figure 6.17. In this figure we can see that 
there is a better fit between the two curves. The maximum discrepancy between the 
two CDF curves is around 0.176 when the number of inter-download-orbits k = 7, and 
the average discrepancy for k € [1.9] is round 0.0566. which is only half of the average 
discrepancy in Figure 6.16. Therefore the approximation approach proposed in this 
section is justified.
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Figure 6.17: CDF of the real inter-download-orbit probabilities Pint.b{k,(t>) at Guildford 
and the approximate P'^f{k\4)).
Now let us develop a (pieueing system with the proposed approximation for mod­
elling the pure image download system described in section 6.3.1. Based on the ap­
proximation. we know that the timeline is divided into blocks and within each block 
there are seven orbital periods. We number the seven orbital periods within each block 
from 1 to 7 in secjuence. Image download opportunities are only possible at orbit 1
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or orbit 7 within a block. If there is an image download opportunity at orbit 1, then 
the number of orbits between this and the previous download opportunities is 1, and 
the number of orbits between this and the next download opportunities is 6. If there 
is no image download opportunity at orbit 1, then the number of orbits between the 
previous and the next download opportunities is 7. Let Pone denote the probability of 
having an image download opportunity at orbit 1 within a block. We can have
Therefore Pone can be calculated as
In order to describe the system state at the clocking point of each orbital period, we 
use (m, k) to denote the system state where m  is the number of requests in the queue 
(??% > 0), and k denote the orbit number within a block (1 < A; < 7). The system 
state space is 5  =  {(m, k)\0 < m, I < k < 7}. When k — 1 or 7, the changes of queue 
length can be enabled by a new request arrival or an image download operation. When 
k G [2,6], the changes of queue length can be enabled by a new request arrival only. 
Let q{mly /cl; m2, k2) denote the transition probability hom state {ml, k l)  to (m2, k2), 
where (mi,/ci), (7712, /c2 ) E S. The possible transitions between system states are as 
follows:
• g(m, 1; ??7 —1,2) or g(m, 7; m — 1,1) {m > 1): when there aie no new request 
arrivals and there is an image downloaded;
• q(0, 1; 0,2): when there are no new request arrivals, or when there is a new 
request arrival with an image downloaded;
• g{m, k \m ,k  +  1) {m > 0,1 < /c < 7): when there is an image downloaded 
with a new request arrival, or when there are no images downloaded with 
no new request arrivals;
• q{m ,k\m  +  l , k  +  1) {m >  0,1 < k < 7): when there are no images 
downloaded with a new request arrival;
where we assume g(ml, 7;77i2,1) =  (/(?7rl, 7; ?tï.2, 8) to simplify the formulation. The 
state transition diagram is as shown in Figure 6.18. Based on the system description
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Figure 6.18: Transition diagram of system states in image download queueing model 
with approximation.
and the approximation approach, the transition probabilities between system states 
can be derived as follows:
1
k = 7 :
q{m, 1\m -  1,2) =  Pone{l -  Parr) {m >  1)
q{0, 1; 0, 2) =  1 — Parr +  Parr Pone
q{m, l \ m ,  2 )  =  (1 -  F o n e ) ( l  -  Parr) +  ParrPone {m  > 1) 
ç(m , 1; 771 +  1, 2) =  (1 -  Pone)Parr {m  >  0)
q{m, k \m ,k  + l) = Parr (m > 0)
q{m, /c; 771 +  1, /c +  1) =  Parr ( m  >  0 )
q{m, 7 \ m -  1,1) = I -  Parr i'm > 1)
q { in ,  7 Î 771, 1 ) — Parr {tTL ^  0 )
<7(0 , 7;1, 1) =  Farr
(6.34)
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Let P{m ,k)  denote the probability of steady state (m,k) G S: with m  requests in 
the system at the clocking point of orbital period within a block. For a state in a 
steady system, the sum of incoming probabilities must equal the sum of outgoing prob­
abilities. Therefore with the transition probabilities in equation (6.34), the following 
global balance state-transition equations can be obtained:
7 7 1 + 1  771 + 1
1 < A; < 7, P{m, k) ^  q{rn, k\ r ,k  + l) = ^  P{r, k  -  l)ç(7’, fc -  1; m, k)
7‘= 771— 1  7 '=771  — 1
7 7 1 + 1  7 7 1 + 1
k = 7, P{m ,k) ^ 2 9 (77%, A:; r, 1) =  ^  P{r,k — l)q{r,k — l \ in ,k )
7’= 771  — 1  7' — 771— 1
(6.35)
where we assume g(—1, A:l; 0, k2) = 0 and ç(0, kl\~-l,k2)  =  0 to simplify the equation 
formulation. Beyond the global balance state-transition equations, we also have the 
normalisation equation as follows:
00 7
-p (t77) fc) =  1- (6,36)
771—0 fc=l
since total probabilities over all states must be unity. The steady state solution can 
be worked out by solving the equations (6.35) and (6.36). We obtain the steady state 
solution by using numerical methods and here we do not elaborate on the methods. 
Let P{m) denote the probability to have m  requests in the image download system at 
any clocking point. It can be obtained by summing up the state probabilities P(m , k) 
for fc (1 < A: < 7):
7
P{m) =  ^ 2  ^ ( 777, k) (m < 0). (6.37)
fc=i
Then we can calculate the mean queue length of the image download system:
L = ^  m  • P{m). (6.38)
7 7 1 = 0
In this section we have modelled the pure image download system with an approximated 
queueing model. W ith system states defined at discrete-time clocking points, we call it 
a clocking queueing model with approximation.
6.3.2.4 Results from the Approximated Model
Now let us see the performance of this clocking model with approximation. Referring 
back to the test example shown in Figure 6.15, we test our model with the same
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simulation results. The (lueiie length probabilities at clocking points from the model 
can be obtained by solving the equations (6.35) - (6.36). We compare the simulation 
results with the new model results as shown in Figure 6.19. We can see that there is a 
very good fitting between the simulation results of the real image download system and 
the model results from the clocking model with approximation. The mean queue length 
from the model is now 1.634. with high accuracy of 96.9%. Therefore the clocking model 
with the proposed approximation has proved successful.
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Figure 6.19: Image download queue length probabilities with approximated clocking 
model.
The approximation approach we have proposed here is based upon the distribution 
of the inter-download-orbit probabilities for the UK-DMC satellite. For a different 
satellite in a different orbit, this approximation approach might not be applicable. 
However, the probability distribution of inter-download-orbits between image download 
opportunities for a different satellite can still be analysed and approximated in a similar 
way based on our geometric model.
6.4  Q ueue in g  M od el o f  T andem  Serv ice S y s tem
By now the pure image capture service system and the pure image download service 
system have been modelled with discrete-time clocking models respectively. As we
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have introduced in Chapter 4, complete satellite imaging service includes both image 
capture and image download. In this section a tandem clocking model is proposed for 
modelling the complete imaging service for Earth observation satellites.
6.4.1 System  D escr ip tion
The satellite imaging system considered here is similar to the system detailed in Chap­
ter 4, except that we include a ground station in the system for image download rather 
than assuming that the inter-download-times are independently and exponentially dis­
tributed. The satellite imaging system consists of two stages of service in tandem: 
image capture service and image download service. The image capture service stage is 
described as follows:
• Input process: each orbital period, there is at most one request arriving 
at satellite, with certain probability, denoted as Parr] the tai'get locations 
are generally distributed over the target belt between latitude [—<56, with 
F{(j)) denoting the target location distribution in latitude;
• Service mechanism: requests arriving at the satellite are automatically 
considered for image capture; images captured are kept in the onboard 
storage, which can keep a maximum of M  images; the service time of a 
request is still defined as the time interval between its arrival time and 
its capture time if there are no other capture operations during that time 
interval, or the time interval between the previous operation time and its 
capture operation time;
• Queue discipline: The queueing discipline for image capture service stage is 
still the First-Opportunity-First-Serve (FOFS) with blocking; if the storage 
is not full, requests having an image capture opportunity will be served 
and enter the image download service stage; if the onboard storage is fully 
occupied, then the image capture service is blocked and there are no more 
image capture operations; the image capture service is unblocked when 
storage space is released by image download.
The image download service stage is described as follows:
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• Input process', as the second stage in the tandem service system, the input 
of the download service stage is exactly the output of the first service stage;
• Service mechanism-, a ground station is located at TLL ^ g s \ at each image 
download opportunity there is one and only one image downloaded to a 
ground station and deleted from the onboard storage; the service time of a 
request is still defined as the time interval between its image capture time 
and its download time if there are no other download operations during that 
time interval, or the time interval between the previous download operation 
time and current download operation time;
• Queue discipline: the queueing discipline of the image download service 
stage is First-Come-First-Serve; images that arrive earlier will be down­
loaded earlier.
6.4.2 M odel and M odel A nalysis
We have successfully modelled the pure image capture system and the pure image 
download system with two discrete-time clocking models. In this section, we model the 
satellite tandem imaging system by concatenating these two clocking models. Based 
on the approximation approach for the image download clocking model, here we also 
assume that the timeline is divided into blocks and each block consists of seven or­
bital periods. Let (71, 771, /c) describe the system state at the clocking point in each 
orbital period, where n  is the number of image capture requests (image capture queue 
length), 771 is the number of image download requests (image download queue length), 
and k is the orbital period number within the block. The system state space is 
S  =  {(71, 771, /c)|0 < 71,0 < 771 < A/, 1 < A: < 7}. The changes of queue length in 
the two queues can be enabled by new request arrivals, image capture or download 
operations. For a system state (71, 771, fc), there are at most n requests of the image 
capture queue being at the leaving stage, and at most M  — m  new images can be stored 
onboard. When k = l or 7, changes of the image download queue length can be enabled 
by an image download operation.
For a system state (?il, 771I, fcl) e S, if there is r  (0 < r  < Til) image capture requests
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at the leaving stage, we denote the transition probability to another state (n2, m2, k2) € 
S  by V {:^ ,m l,kT ,n2 ,m 2 ,k2 ) .  It is possible for a  system state (?il,??il, A;l) E S  tran­
sits to the same destination system state {n2,m2,k2) E S  when there are different 
numbers of image capture requests at the leaving stage. Let q{nl,m l,k l-,n2 ,m 2,k2)  
denote the total transition probability from state { n l ,m l ,k l )  to (?i2,?7i2, A;2), where 
(7il,77il, fcl), (ti2, ?7i2, fc2) E S. We can calculate the state transition probabilities 
q{n l,m l,kT ,n2 ,m 2,k2)  based on'P(^,77il,/cl;?i2,7n2, fc2) by:
nl
q{n l,m l,k l ' ,n2 ,m 2 ,k2 )  — ^ ^ V { :^ ,m l ,k l ' ,n 2 ,m 2 ,k 2 ) .  (6.39)
r=0
At first let us see the transition probability 7^(^,77il,/cl;7i2,t7i 2 , A:2). We assume 
P(;^,77i1,7;7i2,77i2, 1) =  P (^ ,7 7 il, 7; 722,7712, 8) to simplify the formulation. For a 
system state (?i, m, k) with r  (0 < r  < ?i) image capture requests at leaving stage, the 
possible transitions are as follows:
• ^(n> n + l ,0 ,k  + 1): when r  =  0, and there is a new request arrival;
• "P(^)0,/c;7i,0,/c +  1): when 7' =  0, and there are no new request arrivals;
• 7^(^,771, /c; 71 — r  +  1,771 +  r, /c +  1): when r < M  — m, and there is a new 
request arrival with no images downloaded;
• V { ^ ,m ,k \n  — r ,m  +  r,/c +  1): when r < M  — m, and there are no new 
request arrivals with no images downloaded;
• ^ ( n ’ /c; 71 — r  -M, 771 -1- 7’ — 1, /c -f 1); when r < M  — m, and there is a  new 
request arrival with an image downloaded;
• "P(^, 771, /c; 71 — r, 771 +  7’ — 1, /c + 1  ) : when r < M  ~ m ,  and there is an image 
downloaded with no new request arrivals;
• ^ ( n » — AT +  771 +  1, AT, ky-1):  when AT — m  < r, and there is a new 
request arrival with no images downloaded;
• 'P(;^, 771, /c; 71 — AT -f 771, AT, /c +  1): when AT — m  < r ,  and there are no new 
request arrivals with no images downloaded;
• 'P (^ ,771, /c;71 — AT +  771 +  1, AT — 1, /c +  1): when AT — m  < r, and there is a 
new request arrival with an image downloaded;
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• m, k \n  — M  +  m, M  — 1, fc +  1): when M  — m  < r, and there is an 
image downloaded with no new request arrivals.
Therefore for a system state {n, m ,k)  e S  with r {0 < r < n) image capture requests 
at leaving stage, the possible transition probabilities to other system states can be 
calculated by:
1) if k = 1:
i f m  = 0 S z r  = 0:
P ( S , 0 , l ; n  + 1 , 0 ,2 )  =  P ^ tO P a r r  
p ( 2 , 0 . 1; n , 0 , 2 ) =  P ,U i ) { T - ~  Parr) 
i f  0 < m  < M  Sz 0 < r  < M  — m, 
or m  — 0 0 < r < M  — m  :
— r + l ,m  + r,2) = P^tin^Parr{I — Pone)
— r ,m  + r,2) = P ^ i{ ~ ) { l  — Parr){I — Pone) 
^ ( 7^ 5^ 71, l ; n  — 7’ +  l , m  +  r  — 1 , 2) =  P ^ t in ^  Parr Pone 
^ (^ j7 7 1 , 1;71 — r,771 +  r  — 1 ,2 )  =  T ’j ï l t ( ^ ) ( l  — T*arr)-Pone
i f  0 < m  < M  h  M  — m  < r  < n \
— M +  m + \ , M , 2 )  — P^^f_{^) Parr 0- — Pone) 
1;71 — AT +  771, AT, 2) =  P ^ ^ i(^ ){ l  — Parr)0 - — Pone) 
1; 71 — AT +  771 +  1 , AT — 1, 2 )  =  ( ^ ) ThrrToTie
P ( ^,771, 1; 77 -  AT +  771, AT -  1 , 2) =  T ^ f ( ^ ) ( l  -  Parr)Pone
(6.40)
2) if 1 <  t  < 7:
i f  0 < m  < M  &: 0 < 7" < AT — 771 :
V i ~ , m , k - , n - r + l , m - \ - r , k  + l) = Pouti^)Parr 
V { ^ , i n , k ; n - r , r n  + r ,k  + l) = PoutVi)i^ ~  Parr) 
i f  0 < m  < M  & AT — 771 < 7' <  71 :
V {^ ,m ,k ' ,n  —M +  m + l ,M ,k  + l) = P^t(.n)P<^rp 
P { ^ ,m ,k ;n  — M  + m, M ,k  + I) = P ^ t ( ^ ) { l  — Parr)
(6.41)
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(6.42)
3) if k = 7:
« /  7??, =  0 &  r  =  0 :
P(2 ,0 ,7 ;n  + 1,0,1) =
P ( 2 ,0 , l ; n ,0 , l )  =  P„^i(2)(l-P„,.,.)
i f  0 < m  < M  0 < r < M  — m,
or m  = 0 Sz 0 < r < M  — m  :
P (^ ,771 ,7 ;71 -r+  1,771 +  7 '-  1,1) =
T’(J ,7 7 1 ,7 ;7 1 -7 ',7 7 7 , +  r -  1, 1) -  PoutVn)i^ -  Parr)
i f  0 < m  < M  Sz M  — m  < r < n  :
P ( J , m , 7 ; n - M  +  m +  l , M - l , l )  =  P„^(J)Pa,-r 
P ( t , m , 7 ; n - M  +  m , M - l , l )  =  -  P a n )
For a system state (71, 771, k) £ S  with r (0 < r  < n) image capture requests at the leav­
ing stage, there are no other possible transitions other than the ones shown in equations 
(6.40) - (6.42). Let us denote the set of destination system states for all possible tran­
sitions by D {^ ,m ,k ) .  Therefore for a system state (71, 771, A;) with r  (0 < r  <  71) image
capture requests at the leaving stage, if another system state (ti2, m2, k2) E 5" is not in 
the destination state set D {^ ,m ,k ) ,  then there are no possible transitions to this system 
state {n2,m2,k2). We define V {^ ,m ,k \n 2 ,m 2 ,k2 )  =  0 if (n2,m2,k2) ^  D {^ ,m ,k ) .
W ith the transition probabilities 7^(;^, ttiI^ kl\n2 , m2, k2) ((?il, 7711, kl) , {ii2, m2, k2) 
E 5), we can obtain the system state transition probabilities ç(7il,77il, A:l; 7i2,77i2, A:2) 
using equation (6.39). Let P {n ,m ,k )  denote the steady state probability of system 
state (71,771, k) E S. For a stable system, the sum of incoming probabilities must equal 
the sum of outgoing probabilities. Therefore the general global balance state-transition 
equation for a system state (71, m ,k)  Ç. S  can be formulated as:
P{n, 771, k) ^  q{n,m,k-,n2,m2,k2) =
{ n 2 ,m 2 , k 2 ) e S
F(7i1, 77i1, A;1) • g(?il, 771I, A:l; 71, m, k)
{n\,ml,kl)ES
(6.43)
We also have the normalisation equation:
00 M 7
(6.44)
771=0 fc=l
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since the total probability over all states must be unity. With equations (6.43) and 
(6.44) we are able to solve the steady state probabilities P(n, m, k). Let P (n , m) denote 
the probability to have n  image capture requests and m images in the system at any 
clocking point. This can be obtained by
7
P{n,m) = ^ ^ P ( n ,m ,k )  ( Q < n , Q < m < M ) .  (6.45)
k=l
The mean system total queue length, including both image capture and image download 
queues, of the tandem satellite imaging system is:
CO M
L — (n +  m) • P (n ,m ). (6.46)
n=0 m=0
In this section we have modelled the tandem satellite imaging service system with 
a discrete-time queueing model with system states defined at clocking points. We call 
it a tandem clocking model. The transitions between system states have been analysed 
and the transition probabilities have been calculated in equation (6.39). Based on the 
system transition probabilities, the general global balance state-transition equation is 
formulated in equation (6.43). Together with the normalisation equation (6.44), steady 
state probabilities can be solved. W ith the steady state probabilities, the system mean 
queue length can be calculated by equation (6.46).
6.4.3 R esults
The performance of the tandem clocking model is determined by comparison with sim­
ulations. The UK-DMC satellite is used for this case study, and the satellite simulator 
has been introduced in section 4.2. The satellite imaging service system has been 
described in section 6.4.1, with both image capture service and download service de­
scribed in detail. From system simulations we can get queue length probabilities at the 
clocking points for both image capture and download queues, which are compared with 
the queue length probabilities from the model results of P{n, m) to show the clocking 
modehs performance.
In the first test we consider target locations which are uniformly distributed over the 
target belt between latitudes [—55°, 55°], a ground station located at Guildford, onboard
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storage capacity for 5 images and a request arrival rate of Parr =  0.13. Figure 6.20 and 
6.21 show the comparison of queue length probabilities between simulation results and 
model results for both image capture queue and image download queue.
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Figure 6.20: Image capture queue length probabilities at clocking points, with targets 
uniformly distributed over the target belt, a ground station at Guildford, M  = 5 images 
onboard at most, and a request arrival rate Parr =  0.13.
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Figure 6.21: Image download queue length probabilities at clocking points, with targets
uniformly distributed over the target belt, a ground station at Guildford, A/ =  5 images
onboard at most, and a request arrival rate Parr =  0.13.
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We can see that the simulation results and model results match very well. The accuracy 
of the mean total queue length is as high as 95.8%. Therefore our tandem clocking 
model proves successful in this test.
In the second test we decrease the onboard storage capacity to M  = 3, increase 
the request arrival rate to Parr =  0.2, and let the target locations be gaussianly dis­
tributed in latitude as shown in Figure 5.21. In Figure 6.22 and 6.23 we compare the
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Figure 6.22: Image capture queue length probabilities at clocking points, with latitude 
of targets gaussianly distributed, a ground station at Guildford, M  = 3 images onboard 
at most, and a request arrival rate Parr = 0.2.
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Figure 6.23: Image download queue length probabilities at clocking points, with latitude
of targets gaussianly distributed, a ground station at Guildford, M  = 3 images onboard
at most, and a request arrival rate Parr = 0.2.
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queue length probabilities froiii simulation results with model results for both image 
capture and download queues. We again see good agreement between simulation results 
and model results. The accuracy of the mean total queue length is as high as 95.3%. 
Therefore the tandem clocking model is also successful for targets which are gaussianly 
distributed in latitude.
In the third test we keep all the system parameters the same as the second case, 
except that we use targets distributed over landmass coastlines and waterways as shown 
in Figure 5.24. Figure 6.24 and 6.25 show comparison of queue length probabilities be­
tween simulation results and model analysis results for both image capture and down­
load queues. We again see a good fit between simulation results and model results for 
both queues. The mean total queue length from the model results has an accuracy of 
95.3%. The tandem clocking model has proved successful for targets distributed over 
landmass coastlines and waterways.
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Figure 6.24: Image capture queue length probabilities at clocking points, with targets
distributed over landmass coastlines and waterways, a ground station at Guildford,
A/ =  3 images onboard at most, and a request arrival rate Parr =  0.2.
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Figure 6.25: Image download queue length probabilities at clocking points, with targets 
distributed over landmass coastlines and waterways, a ground station at Guildford, 
M  = 3 images onboard at most, and a request arrival rate Parr = 0.2.
Through these three tests, we have demonstrated our clocking tandem model is 
successful in modelling the satellite imaging service system. We are able to handle 
a variety of target distributions over the globe. This tandem clocking model is built 
upon the geometric models for the image capture and download operations, which are 
independent of simulation results. Therefore this tandem clocking model is applicable 
for performance analysis of satellite imaging systems, with any Sun-synchronous Earth 
observation satellites, any distribution of targets and any ground station location.
6.5 P erform ance A n alys is
Now that we have successfully modeled the satellite imaging service with the proposed 
tandem clocking model, we are interested in applying the queueing model for perfor­
mance analysis, and investigating the effects of system parameters on the system’s 
performance. The average request waiting time is the key performance measure in 
satellite imaging service systems. With the mean total system queue length L calcu­
lated by equation (6.46), we can calculate the average request waiting time through
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Little’s Theorem as follows:
W  = — = ^A Pnrr ' 24/îT (6.47)
where Tobt i* tlie orbital period, and W  is the average request waiting time in days. 
The most important system parameters are the request arrival rate, onboard storage 
capacity and ground station latitude. We now investigate the effects of these parameters 
on the average request waiting time.
In the first experiment we fix the request arrival rate at Pan- =0.11, and see how the 
onboard storage capacity and ground station latitude affect the service performance. 
Here we use requests with target locations uniformly distributed over the target belt. 
Figure 6.26 shows the effects of onboard storage capacity M  and latitude of ground 
station, where the onboard storage capacity M  varies from 3 to 6 images, and ground 
station latitude varies from 2° to 52°. We can see that with larger onboard storage 
capacity, requests have slightly shorter average waiting time. But the effects of onboard 
storage capacity is not very significant. As for the effects of ground station latitude, 
we can see from the figure that as the latitude of the ground station is increased, the
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Figure 6.26: Effects of onboard storage capacity M  and latitude of ground station on
the average request waiting time.
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average recjuest waiting time decreases markedly. Therefore in order to reduce the 
average waiting time, it is more important to have a ground station located at high 
latitude than to have large onboard storage capacity.
Now let us fix the latitude of the ground station at (f)cs =  52° and investigate the 
effects of nxpiest arrival rate in the second experiment. Figure 6.27 shows the effects of 
onboard storage capacity M  and request arrival rate Parr- The onboard storage capac­
ity M  varies from 3 to 6 images. The request arrival rate Farr varies from 0.11 to 0.23, 
which is about 1.6 to 3.4 requests per day. The effects of onboard storage capacity is 
similar as in the first experiment discussed in the above: the system with larger onboard 
storage capacity has slightly shorter average waiting time. We also notice that when 
the system load is heavier, for example when A/ =  3 and Parr =  0.23, the increase of 
onboard storage capacity has more noticeable effects on the average waiting time. For 
the effects of request arrival rate, from the figure we can see that as it increases, average 
request waiting time increases significantly. Also we notice that when the system load is 
iieavier, the effects of request arrival rate on the average waiting time is more stronger.
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Figure 6.27: Effects of onboard storage capacity M  and request arrival rate on the
average request waiting time.
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Therefore in order to have shorter waiting times for requests, it is important to have 
a slow request arrival rate. However from the perspective of service providers, they 
wish to have as many customers as possible, which indicate a high arrival rate. There­
fore a tradeoff has to be made between the high request arrival rate and the short 
request waiting time, which can be achieved based on the performance analysis from 
our queueing model.
In the third experiment we apply our tandem clocking model to investigate the ap­
propriate system parameter values for a given service performance level. In the example 
shown in Figure 6.28, we can see the maximum request arrival rate for achieving 2.5 
days of average waiting time, with onboard storage capacity varying from 3 to 6 images, 
and ground station latitude varying from 2° to 52°. We can see that as the ground sta­
tion latitude increases, the maximum acceptable request arrival rate increases rapidly. 
Therefore again we learn from the experiment that it is important to have high latitude 
ground stations for achieving better system performance.
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Figure 6.28: With certain onboard storage capacity M  and ground station latitude, the
maximum request arrival rate to achieve 2.5 days of average request waiting time.
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Fi'oni tlie analysis above we have analysed the performance of the satellite imaging 
service system based upon our tandem clocking model. We have investigated the effects 
of system parameters on the average request waiting time, and the appropriate system 
parameters for achieving a certain level of service performance. This clocking model 
is built upon the geometric model of the UK-DMC satellite. We can see from the 
performance analysis results that with the UK-DMC satellite (3 images onboard at 
most), request arrival rate around 1 to 3 images per day, and a ground station at 
Guildford (latitude around 52°), the average request waiting time is around 2-3 days. 
For a satellite in a different orbit, we can model the imaging system similarly and 
carry out similar performance analyses so that the performance can be optimised by 
choosing appropriate request arrival rate, onboard storage capacity and latitude of 
ground station.
6.6 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we first analysed the image download operation from Earth observation 
satellites based upon a geometric model. Similar with the clocking model for pure 
image capture systems, we have also modelled the image download service system with 
a discrete-time queueing model, with system state defined at periodic clocking points. 
An approximation approach has been proposed, which has a better fit to the inter- 
download-orbit probability CDF. The clocking model with approximation is successful 
with good agreement between simulation results and model results.
We then propose a tandem clocking model for the tandem satellite imaging service 
system. System state transition probabilities have been analysed for the tandem clock­
ing model and the steady state solution has been formulated. The tandem clocking 
model have been justified with good agreement between simulation results and model 
results, for three different target location distributions. From this tandem clocking 
model, a performance analysis has been carried out to investigate the effects of system 
parameters, including request arrival rate, onboard storage capacity and latitude of 
ground station location. We have also demonstrated how to choose appropriate sys­
tem parameters to achieve a certain level of service performance. The tandem clocking
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model is built based upon the geometric model of the satellite and has satellite system 
parameters incorporated. W ith this model representative of the satellite imaging ser­
vice system, performance analysis can be carried out for any satellite imaging system, 
which is especially useful for satellite mission analysis and design.
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C hap ter 7
Conclusions
7.1 C on clu sion s
111 this thesis, we have modelled the satellite imaging service system with queueing the­
ory, and carried out service performance analyses based on these queueing models. We 
started with the analysis of the imaging service process for Earth observation satellites. 
The satellite imaging service considered includes two stages: image capture and im­
age download. For both service stages requests are waiting for response in a queueing 
manner. Therefore queueing theory was applied for the performance modelling of the 
satellite imaging service. Two types of queueing models have been proposed in this 
thesis: continuous-time queueing model and discrete-time queueing model.
A continuous-time two-dimensional Markov model was proposed to model the satel­
lite imaging service system with tandem image capture and image download operations. 
A satellite simulator was built for case studies and model evaluations, which was based 
on a member of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation: UK-DMC. This tandem queue­
ing model has been demonstrated to work well, but is sensitive to two assumptions: 
one is the proportional image capture service rate to the number of image capture re­
quests, which is a relationship deduced from simulation results; the other is the Poisson 
pattern of image download service, which is not an accurate description of the down­
load service for a single ground station. Pram the sensitivity analysis, we found that it
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was necessary to further investigate the service mechanism of satellite image capture 
operation and download operation.
In order to have a performance model suitable for any Earth observation satellite 
in any Sun-synchronous orbit without assistance of system simulation, we considered 
in more detail the service mechanism of the satellite imaging system. Inspired by 
the principle of ImPredict (an orbit prediction software developed by Surrey Space 
Centre [68, 75]) we proposed a discrete-time queueing model for performance analy­
sis of a satellite’s imaging system, with system states defined over periodic clocking 
points each orbital period. By analysing geometric models for image capture service 
and image download service respectively, the probability to have an image capture (or 
download) opportunity each orbital period was calculated. We also derived the proba­
bility distribution for the number of orbital periods between successive image capture 
(or download) opportunities for any target location at any latitude TLL. The geomet­
ric models were proven to be accurate and matched simulation results. Both image 
capture and image download probabilities were calculated by analytical equations with 
high accuracy, above 98.5% on average for all latitudes. Based on our knowledge, it was 
the first time that image capture and image download service have been statistically 
analysed based on their operation mechanisms using geometric models. The statistical 
analysis results were then employed in queueing models of a satellite’s imaging service 
system.
We have proposed two single-server discrete-time queueing models for image capture 
service and image download service respectively, wliich we named clocking models in 
this thesis. This is because system states are defined by the number of requests in 
the image capture (download) queues once each period at the clocking point. For 
the image capture queue model, the transition probabilities between system states 
have been calculated based on the inter-capture-orbit probabilities from the statistical 
analysis. The clocking model has proved very successful in representing the image 
capture service with the accuracy of mean image capture queue length around 98%. 
The model was also shown to be able to handle any distribution of target locations. 
Similarly, for an image download service with a ground station at any location, we 
have also built a clocking model based upon the image download probability using
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the geometric model. An approximation method has been proposed based on the 
inter-download-orbit probabilities and been shown to improve the model accuracy. By 
comparing model results with simulation results, the image download clocking model 
has proved successful with accuracy araund 98% in terms of the mean image download 
queue length.
By concatenating the two single-server discrete-time clocking models, we have de­
veloped a tandem clocking model for a complete satellite imaging system including both 
image capture and image download service. The model was proven to be very success­
ful with high accuracy of the mean total queue length, around 98% again. Therefore 
we have successfully modelled the imaging service for Sun-synchronous Earth observa­
tion satellites in this work. W ith model parameters directly calculated from the image 
capture and image download geometry, the clocking model is applicable for Earth ob­
servation satellites in different orbits and different configurations. W ith the queueing 
model, we are able to predict service performance measures such as the average request 
waiting time or mean queue length without building a satellite system simulator. We 
have also done some preliminary work on the performance analysis over the effects 
of system parameters, e.g. different request arrival rate, various capacity of onboard 
storage, and freely located ground station, which is helpful for system optimisation. 
Fi'om the results we can see that for the UK-DMC satellite with a ground station at 
Guildford, it normally takes a request 2-3 days to wait for an image, which is close to 
our experience.
Performance modelling of imaging service from Sun-synchronous Earth observa­
tion satellites is still open in the area of space research. As the preliminary work in 
satellite imaging service performance modelling, the achievement of this work is encour­
aging. Based on our knowledge, it is the first time a satellite orbit geometric model 
has been applied to statistically analyse the stochastic features of image capture and 
image download service. Also the orbit geometric model is incorporated for the first 
time into queueing models of the imaging service for Sun-synchronous Earth observa­
tion satellites. By mathematically analysing these queueing models, we can get the 
derivations of the key system performance measures such as average waiting time and 
queue length probabilities. It is the first time that the overall tandem service of imaging
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satellites has been analysed systematically. It is also the first time that the tandem 
system has been modelled and analysed with queueing theory. Performance analysis 
of Sun-synchronous Earth observation satellites with queueing theory is proven to be 
possible and effective. Through using the queueing models we are enabled to provide 
information about the general performance of a satellite imaging system, which caters 
to the customer’s concern and also enhances efficiency and reliability in developing a 
high performance imaging service system with Earth observation satellites.
7.2 F u ture W ork
As a preliminary work in performance modelling of satellite imaging service system, 
there are still a number of aspects which are interesting and can be investigated fur­
ther:
• Bulk download service: In this work we assume for each image download op­
portunity there is one and at most one image can be downloaded. However 
in the real system the capacity of downlink opportunities are not constant 
all the time. For each image download opportunity, more than one im­
age can be downloaded, the number being dependent upon the downlink 
time available. This can be analysed by extending the geometric model for 
image download. To model such a system, the image download clocking 
model could be extended to a single server queueing system with various 
bulk size service [13].
• Prioritised queueing model: The imaging requests considered in this work 
are all equally prioritised. However for the DMC, sometimes there are more 
urgent requests than others. For example in the case of the Asian tsunami
[82], imaging requests for the flooded areas were more urgent sought than 
normal monitoring requests. For a system with prioritised requests, it is 
important to design a prioritised queueing discipline to determine the ser­
vice sequence of the system. Requests with high priority should be served 
as early as possible. Resource reservation is a popular approach for pri­
oritised queueing in computer networks or mobile communication systems
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[40, 54]. However, because of the distinct feature of satellite imaging ser­
vice systems: discrete distribution of image capture and download service 
opportunities, it is difficult to reserve resource (onboard storage) for high 
priority requests in such systems. Future work is needed on designing an 
appropriate queueing discipline for a prioritised satellite imaging service 
system, and then extending the current clocking model into a prioritised 
queueing model.
• Multiple ground stations: In the satellite imaging system considered in 
this work, we have only one ground station. It is possible to have multi­
ple ground stations to enhance image download capability. These ground 
stations might be located at different places throughout the world. Each 
orbital period, the satellite might visit none or several of these ground sta­
tions. To model such an image download service system, it is possible to 
assume it is a multiple-server queueing system by regaiding each ground 
station as a single server. Or else we can assume it is a single server system 
with bulk service. The bulk-size distribution can be analysed from the geo­
metric model. In this case it would be interesting to investigate the effects 
of location topology of ground stations on the bulk-size distribution as well 
as on the general download service performance.
• Constellation of satellites: Constellation of Earth observation satellites can 
greatly enhance service output and service performance with more fre­
quently revisiting time. Performance modelling of constellation systems 
is the ultimate objective for performance analysis work of satellite imaging 
service. The clocking model for single satellite presented in this work is 
the basic model, which can be extended to a multi-server queueing model 
to represent constellation imaging service system by regarding every satel­
lite in the constellation as a single server. In modelling a multi-server 
system, how to share requests among servers is an interesting problem. 
Further work is needed to model a constellation imaging system based on 
the single-satellite clocking model.
150 Chapter 7. Conclusions
• Transient performance analysis: The performance of imaging service stud­
ied in this work is about general performance of a satellite imaging system 
which is functioning stably. We calculate the steady state probabilities 
based on global equilibrium equations for each system state. It will be 
interesting to study what will happen to the system performance if the 
system becomes unstable due to reasons such as unexpected burst arrival 
requests, onboard storage failure, capture operation failure or download 
operation failure. That is, when some system parameter changes suddenly, 
such as requests arrival rate, onboard storage capacity and image cap­
ture/download probability, how system state probabilities would change, 
whether they would achieve a new stable plateau and how long it takes. It 
can be investigated by transient analysis of the clocking model, which is 
another interesting direction for futme work.
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